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CHAPTER I
REGION WITHOUT REGIONALISM

South Asia: Geographical limits
The.South Asian region, dominating the northern half of the Indian Ocean and extending from the Persian Gulf to the Straits of
Malacca, occupies an important strategic location in an area which
has been a hotbed of international politics and conflicts for more
than two decades. IDhabited by almost one-fifth of the human race in
about three per cent of the world's land surface, whose magnitude of
deprivation is matched only by their desire to have a place in the sun,
all of these countries have emerged from colonial domination after
the SecOnd World W~. Geographically, besides the sevencountries
of the Indian subcontinent with common land· frontiers - Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan and Burma-the
region includes Sri Lanka and the Maldive Islands with COmmon
maritime borders with India. .
. .
It may be noted, however, that because of their infrequent interactions with this region and their distinct social and cultural identities,
Afghani$tan is generally accepted as part of Central Asia.and Burma
as pait of Southeast Asia. It may also be mentioned that for the last
nearly 15 years, Afghanistan has been embroiled in a terrible war of
attrition and has been not only a subject of cold war between the
East and the West, but hotbed of conflict and inte.rventions by both
sides. It could not, therefore, participate in any peacetime regional
activities even if it was accepted as part of the region. On the other
hand, Burma, for its own internal reasons, has adopted for the last
nearly four decades a policy of self-imposed isolation. It has opted to
stay out of all regional organizations.·During the last two decades, it
has turned down two invitations to join the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN), and one proposal to join South Asian Association of Regional Cooperation (SAARC). It has even declined.to
continue as part of the British Commonwealth and has left the NonAligned Movement (NAM). We shall, therefore, confme our discus-
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sion in this study to the other seven countries of South Asia, namely,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Maldives.
Plan or Work
Described sometimes as a "region without regionalism", we shall
discuss in this book the special traits of this region and the reasons
why, despite all their commonalities and similarities, they' have not
been able to come together. We shall describe the ~ntral role that
India plays in the region, and yet because of its geographical, political and economic status, it has remained "distant'" from its neighbours.
Discussing the geopolitical and geostrategic significance of the
region as part of the Indian Ocean, we shall see how modern law of
the sea originated because of the need and desire of the European
countries to have freedom of navigation and trad~ with the indian
Ocean, particularly South Asian countries. But the law of the sea, as
developed by the European countries, came to be used and abused
by the European powers. according to the chaotic play of their selfish
interests. Under the freedom of the seas doctrine, there was not
much equity between the developed and the underdeveloped
countries. We shall examine how this "sacred dogma" came to be
challenged and traditional law of the sea came to be modified and
later codified in 1958. But as the international society further
changed with' changes in the "geography" of international law and
with tremendous develpments in science and technology, the 1958
Conventioris became outdated even before they became operational.
A new law was needed for the new, changed, expanded international
society. This was sought to achieved by a new Law of the Sea Convention which was concluded in 1982. We shall see how South Asian
countries are seeking to take benefit of these-recent developments in
the law of the sea and examine the maritime issues that have arisen
amongst them because of these turmoils in law and their desire to expand their national jurisdictions as permitted under the 1982 ConventioL.
After the Second World War, as numerous Asian-African
countries emerged as independent States, the world was divided juto
two power groups headed by the United States and the Soviet Union
respectively, with bitter cold war among them, and each trying to win
friends and influence peoples. After the sun of the British Empire set
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in lhe Indian Ocean and they were preparing to withdraw in 1971,
I here started a competition amongst the two super powers to fill the
flo-called "power vacuum" created by the British. We shall discuss
how this power struggle amongst the great powers led to a scramble
for naval stations and military bases and a dangerous armament race
in the Indian Or:ean, much to the annoyance and displeasure of the
littoral States. We shall see why and how the newly-independent
Asian States demand,ed the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. But
despite all the declarations by the United Nations, we shall examine
lhe reasons why the Indian Ocean did not turn into a zone of'peace
hut instead became a theatre of tensions, conflicts and wars.
Despite all the asymmetrical and disparate relations amongst
them, despite all the jealousies and controversies, Asian countries
have come to realiZe that only they can help themselves. In order to
overcome their problems, they have no althernative but to cooperate.
It is not a smooth road, but a beginning has been made. We shall discuss the rea~ons which have brought the South Asian countries
together in South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, or
SAARC as it i.s popularly called, its small achievements and big
problems, and how this small step can help them to start on a long
road toward cooperation.
South Asia: A Distinct Region

The seven countries of South Asia, it is significant to note, form
the largest geopolitical reality of the Indian Ocean community. Unlike South-west Asia and South-east Asia, which are highly fragmented, South Asia is almost a continental whole. It physically
dominates the northern part· of the Indian Ocean which serves as a
vital link between the West and the East, conii~cting Europe through
the Middle East, with South-east and . EasfAsia. The region is
traversed by important sea lanes of internatioriaItrade and of vital oil'
supplie~ ,fi"9 1J.1. the Gulf. Its island territories of Andaman and
Nicrobar scrU'l1,::_!i~ it were, the Malacca straits. The only significant
trade routes which escape this' domination are those which directly
connect Southern Africa and Australia.
Geographically, South Asia is easily identifiable, lying South of the
Him!ilayan range and forming a littoral of the Indian Ocean. Culturally, it is not difficult to find broad uniformities in respect of the
political, _administt:ative, legal and economic structures found in all
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the seven countries, largely because of their common colonial
domination and their historical emergence as independent nation
States. These nations and their peoples are bound together by common bonds of historical ties, religious and cultural traditions, linguistic affinities, and common values and social norms.
Special Traits
As a re~on South Asia has' certain special traits, First of all, it is
an Indo-centric region. India is central to it, geographically, culturally, politically and even economically. While no other South Asian nations share a common border, four of them have land borders with
India and two of them ~ Sri Lanka and Maldives - maritime borders.
The South A~ian nations are related to India individually in terms of
socio- cultural bond and historical experiences. India's geographical
position bestows upon it a strategic strength in relation to the Indian
Ocean which no other co'imtrycan cla!m. Moreover, India's size gives
it political and economic clout. It bestrides the region like a colossus.
In terms of area and demographic and economic resources, India is
bigger than all the other countries of the region put together.
Accordingto the World Development Report of the World Bank,
India's population is three times more than the combined population
of the other six regional States and nearly eight times bigger than that
of Bangladesh, the second most populous State in the region. India
occupies 73 per cent of the total region and is four times bigger than
\ ,Pakistan, the second largest State in South Asia in area.! Its GNP is
78 per cent of the total in the region and is four times bigger than the
combined GNf of Bangladesh and Pakistan. Moreover, India has
one hundred per cent of the resources of South Asia in respect of
uranium, iron ore, bauxite, copper, gold, lead, silver, zinc; asbestos,
and diamonds and more than 80 per cent of coal, crud~ oil, and salt.2
India, it is important to note, is at the centre and all the other
countries are bordering on its periphery. It is s~d to be the "fulcrum
of the area." India's neighbours among them!ielves have very few
common attributes and their relations with each other - both
economic and political- are very minimal. The crux of· their
diplomacy is how to gain maximum leverage vis-a-vis India. In other
words, India is the axis around which the wheel of South Asiarevol-'
ves?
.
It is important to mention, however, that South Asia remains one
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of the poorest regions of the world. In terms of per capita gross na~
tional product among 128 countries listed in the World Tables of the
World Bank, Bangladesh comes at no. 126, Nepal at no. 124, India at
no, 114, Sri Lanka at 113, and Pakistan at no. 107. The per capita income in the region in 1986 varied from US $130 to $475 which was
lhe lowest in the world. The level of literacy and calorie intake, conf1umption of energy and conditions of health speak of endemic poverty and gross underdevelopment. The region as a whole faces heavy
demographic pressure and their economies are predominantly rural
lind agricultural. By far the most important objective of each country
in the region is to bring· about accelerated growth in the output of
food and agriculture. Although industrialization has made some
progress in India and Pakistan, agriculture still remains the basis of
4
1111 South Asian economies.
The existing trade patterns in the region are overwhelmingly in
favour of developed countries. There is relatively small volume of
intra-regional trade in South Asia. Leaving aside trade between
Ncpal and India, which is a special case,S in 1980 exports to countries
within the region accounted for 9.3 percent for Bangladesh, 2.4 percent for India, 6.3 percent for Pakistan, and 7 percent for Sri Lanka.
Imports from within the region accounted for 4.5 percent for
Bangladesh, 0.9 percent for India, 2.3 percent for Pakistan, and 6.4
pcrcent for Sri Lanka.6 Moreover, Sri ~anka, India and Bangladesh
compete in exporting tea. India and Bangladesh are the major
producers of jute and jute goods which, as a result of the development of synthetic substitutes, are in decreasing demand from other
countries. India and Pakistan are both exporters of cotton textiles
which are seldom in high demand in over-flooded international
market?
But despite this grim economic picture, there are several areas of
success and achievements in South Asia which provide hope for the
future. One of the bright aspects is the gree~ revolution' and the
resultant food surpluses, some perhaps greater in size than that of
many European countries. There are also nodes of industrial revolution, high technology, and modern management. South Asia has a
significant scientific and technological capability. India has the third
largest pool of trained scientists, engineers, and technologists in the
world. Its achievements in the field of high technology, including
nuc1tar science and space research, have been remarkable. Though
its economy is weak, India ranks as the twelfth industrialized country
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of the world with vast untapped natural and human resources and
tremendous potential.
.
Asymmetrical Relations and Fear of India
This high level of disparity between South Asian countries and
asymmetrical relations between them has perhaps been the single
most important factor impinging on cooperation in the region. and
the cause of tension and dissensions amongst them, as we shall see in
9
detaillater;8, All the small-and not so smau -neighbours of India
have had misgivings;· misapprehensions and anxieties about india's
intentions and fear of its actions and behaviour. As Dilip Bobb said:
India represents a menacing and aggressive monster that sends.
nervous tremors through the region every time it shrugs...Even
in statistical terms it is easy to see why the fear psychosis and
paranoia exists. India accounts for 77 percent of the region's
population, 72 percent of its area and 78 percent of its GNP. Its
military strength in comparison to the rest is awesome...Indian
regional preponderance is clearly recognized by the .super
powers and its widely believed proximity to the Soviet Union in
geopolitical terms, gives India an added air of invisible
menace. 10
.
This mistrust and suspicion has led to high walls which have been
built between countries of the region by an in~erplay of global, regional
and bilateral animosities. It may be noted, however, that because of
geographical and historical factors, the intra-regional security ofSouth
Asian States has been marked by absence of any bilateral or' multilateral issues among the six smaller nations of the group. At the same
time, India is a common factor in all major disputes existing within the
region. The great divide is between the six and the seventh. But then it
must be borne in mind that India is the only country which has common
land or sea frontiers with all other members of the group. Since the five
countries have common borders only with India and not with each
other, the entire security problem tends to be blown up out of proportion as India versus other States.u
Rightly or wrongly, India's neighbours feel themselves threatened
by the bigger centre power and accuse it of "hegemonistic designs" .12
Relations between India and its four smaller neighbours (Pakistan,
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Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka), have been marked by continuing
tensions which have varied in intensity at different tifnes.· In the case
of Pakistan, besides the lingering Kashmir dispute, this hostility has
led to three wars which climaxed in the dismemberment of Pakistan
in 1971.13
Although India helped m tbe emergence of Bangladesh, it has not
been able to solve their river-water dispute, maritime borders, and
the problem of immigrants from its eastern' neighbour. With Sri
Lanka, the ethnic issue of Tamil minority community in that country
has remained an irritant. Even landlocked Nepal is· unhappy with
India about hinderance to its trade with the rest of the. world and.
India's reluctance to accept Nepal as a "zone of peace." India is
blamed by its neighbours for all their political coBflicts, for using
"strong arm tactics," and for "bullying and intimidating" its smaller
neighbours in its ruthless pursuit of becoming "the dominant power
of South Asia, an eminant power of Asia and a 'potential global
power, perhaps even a mini-super power.,,14 Justifiably or not, interState relations in the region, ever since their independence, have .
been "characterized by a state of flux, distortions, endemic tensions,
mutual distrust, bilateral discords and occasional hostilities.,,15
Despite the abject poverty of its masses, the increasingly growing
sophisticated role India plays today in world's economy has led to
anxieties in the smaller nations of the region that regionalism might
lead to unequal, perhaps hegemonic, relations in South Asia. It is apprehended that New Delhi· may manip~late its ecOnomic leverage
over its poor neighbours for political en'ds. These States, therefore
favour a scheme of formal multilateral cooperation involvingcollective action which might help them in resisting the unwelcome aspects
of India's· econo.mic dominatioQ.. in the region. 16 In fact India's
cooperative efforts in South Asia and economic and technical assistance to such neighbours as Sri Lanka, Maldives, Nepal, Bhutan and
Bangladesh have been misunderstood and perceived to have been
prompted by "a desir~ to .influence the behaviour of neighbouring
States in order to enhance Indian security, the desire to promote
commercial gain, and a general desire to increase Indian prestige
within the developing world.,,17
These feelings of envy and awe of India on the one hand, and perceptions of India's intention of dominance not only economically but
politically on the other, however exaggerated, motivated most of its
neighbours, especially Pakistan, to seek alliances outside the region

"-.
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and develop extra-regional options with a view to balancing Indian
domination and hegemony. As an eminent Pakistani scholar expressing Pakistan's feelings wrote:
India's urge to greatQess...was resented by India's neighbours
who saw in it sign of hegemony...Pakistan did not regard itself
as a fourth of India, or in any way smaller and weaker than
India. We spoke of parity. Pakistan too had a consciousness of
status and role. We were the biggest Muslim power in the
world and offered ourselves as champions of Islam in every
situation where Muslim interests were involved. We were the
leaders of the Muslim world, and we wanted to· thrust that
down India's throat. 18
.
He added at another place
India with its belligerent posture forced Pakistan into the arms
of the West. Pakistan's primary aim, with its Islamic colouring,
had to accept a compromise in aligning itself with the JudeoChristian West and atheistic China, but in terms of national
policies and the pursuit of national interests, the compromise
did not lead to contradiction.19
It is also important to note that achievement of independence in
South Asia more or less coincided with' onset of the cold war. The
two super powers, determined to shape their respective worlds after
their own images, were trying to win friends and influence peoples.
That offered some opportunities to the South Asian States who, for
entirely different reasons, were drawn into the vortex of the cold war
alignment either with the United States or the Soviet Union. But
while India adopted the policy of non-alignment to keep its distance
from the two blocs and maintain its freedom of judgement and action
in its international relations, Pakistan, because of its strategic location, its anti-communist stance, but more importantly India factor,
became the United States' "most allied ally" since the 1950s. '
Pakistan also turned to China for security and help against India
in early 1960s. At the same time, Pakistan also went increasingly to
Islamic world, joined the non-aligned movement and sought help
from India's own friends in the NAM. Pakistan moved closer to
Saudi Arabia and the Shah of Iran hoping for economic and military
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assistance and an assurance of security from the leaders of the Islamic world against India..
Though not to the same extent, nor seeking parity with India, but
unsure about the latter's intenti~ns and apprehensive about its
policies, the other South Asian countries also felt the need or compulsion to develop extra-regional ties to offset India's pressure.
Bangladesh, having failed to settle its Ganges water dispute and host of
other problems with India on a bilateral level, sought to internationalize some of these issues by forging new linkages with the Islamic Middle East, China and .the US, in order to' find support at the
international forums. 20 Similarly, Nepal, as a landlocked State, rmding
itself politically and economically dependent onJndia, and feeling insecure between the two giants (China and India), wanted to be
declared a "zone of peace" seeking support of numerous countries to
obviate the perceived Indian hegemony.21 Obsessed with a feeling of
claustrophobia, or an abnormal fear of being in a confined or enclosed
place under the domination of India, Nepal wanted to widen its
relationships and choices.22 Even Sri Lanka sought the help of extraregiomd powers to solve its ethnic problem and even. tried to get into
ASEANas one of its members much to the dismay of India. 23
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CHAPTER II
INDIAN OCEAN AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE LAW OF THE SEA
Indian Ocean: Geopolitical and Geo-strategic Significance
As we have noted earlier, South Asia forms part of the Indian
Ocean area coinprising 36 littoral and 11 hinterland States most of
whom have emerged as independent nations in the post-Second
World War era and are considered as part of the so-called Third
World. In fact, besides South Africa, Australia and Israel, all of them
are developing countries and exceptmg these three and Tttailand,
they all claim to be non-aligned and are members of the non-aligned
movement (~AM). Almost half of these Indian Ocean States have
less than 5 million population and out of 1200 million inhabitants of
the area, 72 percent live in the Indian sllbcontinent, nearly threefifths (of 60 percent) in India itself. Significantly, some of the less
developed countries like Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, U .A.E., Zambia,
possess some of the most important and strategic natural resources
needed for the sustenance of the world.24
About half the size of the Pacific and slightly smaller than the Atlantic, Indian Ocean is the third largest ocean in t1:J.e world. Stret«hing over 6500 miles in length frem north to south and nearly 6000
miles in breadth between east and west, it covers nearly 20.6 percent
of the total oceanic area of the world or about 75m.illion square
miles. Surround~d by India, Pakistan and Iran. to the north, the
Arabian peninsula and' Africa to the west, AUstralia, the Sunda islands of Indonesia and the Malay Peninsula to the east, and Antarctica to the south, it is almost a landlocked· ocean having a land
reef, a unique feature not to lJe found in the Atlantic or the Pacific,
which adds to its geopolitical and geostrategic significance.25
The Indian Ocean area is rich in natural resources. Thus more
than 65 per cent of world's oil resources, 60 per cent uranium, 90 per
cent of diamonds and 40 per cent of gold, are in this area, and some
40 per cent of world's off-shore oil production comes from Indian
Ocean coastal States. Areas of off-shore oil supplies are, besides the
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Persian Gulf, the continental shelves around the Indian subcontinent,
off nortb~west Australia, near Mauritius, and around South Africa. It
is interesting to note that the developed industri&lized countries import most of their oil supplies from this area. For instance, Japan im~
ports more than 90 per cent of its oil needs from here; Italy 845 per
cent; Australia 69 per cent; Britain 66 per cent; West Germany 62
26
per cent; France 51 per cent, and the United States 8 per cent. It is
not surprising that Senator Barry Goldwater declared: "He who controls the Indian Ocean is going to control the economy of the world
27
.
as long as oil is needed to run the economy of the world."
Besides oil, the other natural resources available from the area include 90 per cent of naturltl rubber, tin, jute and tea, copper,
uranium, thorium, coal, iron, manganese, antimony, asbestos, mica,
bauxite, vanadium and phosphates spread over the whole area.
Agricultural products produced in one-tifth of the world's arable
land which lies in the Indian Ocean area include wheat, cotton, cof~
fee, jute and rubber.
.
Until recently, little scientific research had been done in the Indian Ocean. But between 1960 and 1975, the International Indian
Ocean expedition helped in the collection of a wealth of data which
is still being analysed It has come to be found, however, that large
deposits of manganese nodules, containing copper, nickel, cobalt and
manganese, are available in some parts of the Indian Ocean. In fact,
India has already been registered as a pioneer mvestor for' the exploration and possible exploitation of an area in the Indian ocean
before the· Preparatory Commission appointed under the 1982 UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea, as we shall see later.

Indian Ocean and the Development ofthe Law ofthe Sea

the Mediterranean and the Pacific. Surrounded mi three sides by
landmass, there are OIily a few gateways to the ocean which can act
as choke points d-uring thelime of crisis. These are in the west via the
Cape of Good Hope, in the north-west through the Suez Canal, the
Red Sea and the Bab-el-Mandeb Strait, in the east via the Malacca
Straits and further southeast via the Straits ,of Sunda and the Malay
Archipelago and the routes along the north and south of Australia.
-Recently the entrance ,to the Persian Gulf has dramatically increased
importance.28 Every year, nearly 30,000 ships,including 1500 oil
ta,nkers" travel through the sea routes of the Indian Ocean, through
the Suez Canal and the Bab-el-Mandeb Strait, around the <;ape of
Good Hope, and through the Malacca Straits, as well as through the
Lombok or Sunda straits. Apart from oil" other vital products and
strategic minerals are transported through these routes. In the mid,seventies, while the regional trade was only 18 per cent, Indian
Ocean States' total trade with western Europe was 33 per cent, with
Japan 19 per cent, with United States 13 per cent and with Eastern
European countries 5 per cent.29

m:
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Vital Trade Routes
Besides natural resources, the Indian Ocean waterlanes, provide
main transport connections vital for international tra~e. It is important to note that since most of the Indian Ocean countries had been
coionised, a situation was created in which the vast majority tradt:.
with the littoral States was conducted by outside colonial powers. To
this day, intra- and'inter-regional trade and traffic has remained minimal and most of the trade is conducted by, and with the outside
powers. The significance of the Indian Ocean can be further realized
from the fact that it provides a direct line of communication between
the Altantic and - after the opening of the Suez Canal -, betweeb.

0'
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Before we look at the recent developments in the Indian Ocean,
especially the South Asian region of what has been called the "Ocean
of the future,,,30 it may be pertinent to briefly review the origin and
development of the law of the sea for its. impact on contemporary
life. It is interesting to note that the so-called modern law of the sea
originated in Europe because of the need and demands of the
European countries to have the freedom of navigation in the tndian
Ocean and the right to trade with Indian and other littoral States of
the Indian Ocean. This was. the first meeting "ground" between the
Asians and the Europeans after centuries of isolation after the
Roman age. The Portuguese, attracted by the lucrative spice trade of
Asia, came through the sea route to India in 1498. But the Asians
were, surprised and dismayed when the Portuguese sought to disturb
the peace and tranquility of the Indian Ocean and obstruct the
freedom of navigation and commercial shipping which had been accepted there by all the countries of the Indian Ocean for centuries.31
In an attempt to create a- ;m~opoly of tr!\de and navigation for themselves in the Indian Ocean, the PortugUese sought to impose several
restrictions in the freedom of navigation and shipping and enforce
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their own system of passes which they claimed to issue to ships
engageq in peaceful trade.
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maritime law in Europe for the next 200 years.36
Freedom of the Seas Accepted in 19th Century

Open and Free Sea in Asia
It is important to point out that the Asian rulers were generally
land powers who never attempted to exercise naval'Control over any
part of the ocean.. It was found to be in the interest of every one to
keep the sea open and free for navigation and commerce. There
were no maritime powers, no warships and no arms in the sea.32
They ~ould have still faced the Portuguese challenge without much
difficulty if they were not divided among themselves and engaged in
local bickerings and petty personal disputes.33 Thus while the unarmed Indian Ocean ships engaged in peaceful trade could not stop
the Portuguese in their nefarious designs, the other European
countries refused to accept the Portuguese monopoly of the Indian
Ocean trade. It was to contest the Portuguese monopoly that Hugo
Grotius, taking his cue from the prevailing Asian maritime practices
of free navigation and trad~, propounded his famous doctrine in his
celebrated work, Mare Liberum, that he wrote as a legal brief for the
Dutch East India company and his country in 1609.

Mare Clausum in Europe
But neither the Dutch, nor the British, French, Danes and others
who followed them, believed in the freedom of the seas and Continued to create and claim monopolies of their own and keep the
others ou1.34 The European States believed in and practiced mare
clausum. In fact within four years of the publication of his own Mar~
Liberum (1609), Grotius himself went to England with a Dutch
delegation to argue for Dutch monopoly of trade with the Spice Islands. 35 But the real power game was being played in Europe where
the practice of mare clausum was in full bloom. Within twelve years
of the publication of Mare Liberum several writers from England and
the continent wrote books in defence of their countries' claims to
certain areas of the sea. In this "battle of books," which continued in
the din of actual war in Eurpoe throughout the 17th century, it was
not Grotius, it must be pointed out, who won, as is generally assumed. The real victor was John Selden, a British scholar, whose
Mare Clausum, written on the behest of the English Crown, continuedto rule the roost and remained the most authoritative work on

It was only in the nineteenth century after the Napoleanic wars, it
must be noted, thaf freedom of the seas came to be revived and accepted under the patronage of Great Britain which had emerged as
the colossus of the, world. The needs and demands of the Industrial
Revolution in Europe in the nineteenth century - larger markets,
/need for raw materials, and surplus capital which could not be invested in Europe - led-t-d huge colonial empires in Asia and Africa.
As Europeans got more interested in commercial prosperity and free
trade, and even more Europeans needed to travel to Asia and Africa,
it was found more useful to have free and open seas and jointly exploit Asia and Africa which no nation could exploit alone. Pretensions of sovereignty over the sea and monopoly of trade slowly
withered away and Great Britain, as the greatest naval and industrial
power,became the strongest champion of the freedom of the seas. In
the age of new 'expansionism and colonization in the wake of industrial revolution, freedom of the seas became a necessity. Europe
came to accept freedom of the seas not because Europeans got suddenly convinced of the doctrine or were persuaded by the arguments
of Hugo Grotius, but because that became the need of the time. With
the increasing European need and demand for trade in an era of expanding economies, it came to be asserted that there was a divine
right to trade everywhere and "that it was unnatural for governments
to close their countries to the free flow of trade.,,37 Freedon of the
seas was the nece~!iary con9,ition for such trade and it came to be accepted as an incontrovertible doctrine, almost a sacred dogma, which
was supposed to be in the interests of all mankind and which nobody
could dare challenge.

Laissez Faire in the Ocean
The purpose of European maritime powers in the 19th century
was not merely peaceful navigation. The hallmark of their "freedom
of the seas," was and has been, in accordance with the spirit of the
time, "freedom" meaning essentially non-regulation and iaissez faire.
Beyond a limited area of territorial sea in which the coastal State had
exclusive jurisdiction and sovereignty for its protection and security
and for the enforcement of its customs, health and fiscal regulations,
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the vast oceans remained free to be used and abused, explored and
exploited, according to the chaotic play of their selfish interests by
States. It gave the big naval powers like Great Britain and the technologically advanced countries undue advantages. They had unlimited freedom to exploit the living resources of the ocean,
especially near the coasts of other countries, without any regard to
the latter's interests, and move across the wide open sea to threaten
small States or even to subjugate and colonize them. There is no
dearth of cases in this period of trigger-happy naval commanders of
western maritime powers using naval ordnances against what came
to be considered as the "backward" peoples of Asia on the smallest
excuse or no excuse at all. It was the classic age of punitive or
minatory bombardments.38 It is significant that in the last two
decades of the 19th century, "the advanced countries partitioned
.
most of the earth among themselves.,,39
"'bra~ny"

of the Freedom of the Seas

Freedom of the seas had always meant unequal freedom or
freedom for the few. It came to be used by the big maritime powers,'
especially during wars, to close large areas of the ocean. In fact by
the Second World War, with-advancing technology and continued
misuse of absolute freedom by the big powers, it had become
anathema for'smaller States even in Europe. Conditions became
even more acute after the Second World War and smaller States got
increasingly concerned about a number of activities that had been
continuing in the name of the freedom of the seas - activities such
as naval military operations and maoeuvres; testing rockets and missiles; using the high seas as a dumping ground, partic~larly for radioactive wastes; stationing and operating submarines armed with·
nuclear war-heads; so-called·data gathering by electronic procedures
along the coasts of other countries. It is not without a lot of reason
and force that Senator Metcalf of the United States pointed out that
"under the freedom of the seas doctrice, there is not much equity between developed and under-developed nations," and that "a less
developed nation is a second class citizen.,,4o Under these conditions
it is not surprising that freedom of the seas came to be considered as
a form of "tyranny" and its continued validity in this form came to be
seriously questioned.41
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Challenge to the ''Sacred Dogma"
This laissez faire in the oceans, or unlimited freedom of the seas
which had served the interests' of a few maritime powers when uses
of the sea were limited, could not remain unchallenged or unc~anged. With the discovery of important resources i,n the sea even
prior to the end of the Second World War, and a sharp .rise in ocean
uses generally, the accepted norms of behaviour and unlimited
freedom of States came to be found inadequate and their validity
began to erode rapidly. With the discovery of oil under the sea, and
coastal fishery resources increasingly threatened by larger and better
equipped ships Qfdistant-water fishing States, conflicts between the
wider claims of coastal States to protect their economic interests on
the one hand, and attempts by major maritime powers to maintain
the status quo on the other, increased.42
_
It is also important to note that since World War II international
society had cOme to be tran~formed. It was no longer confined to
European States or' States. of European origin.' With the disiritegration of colomalism scores of nations from Asia and Africa, with their
old traditions and new needs, had come to play an increasingly important role in the development, modification and codification of a
new law of the sea. It could no longer be a product of merely
European powers, but must now serve the interests of the world-wide
commmunity of States. Although during the imperialist age, the
Asian states had come·under the sway of different colonial masters
and had more or less lost contactwith each other, they had enough in
common - a common history of more than 2,500 years, common social and cultural backgrounds, but even more important, common
sufferings during colonial rule, and common interests in protecting
themse'Ives from continuous exploitation - to come together and,
along with other equally abused countries of Africa and Latin
America, form a group, if not a bloc, to take concerted action for the
protection of their interests. It is only natural that the new majority
should try to mould the law according to their own interests and
views.43
In order to reconcile some of these differences and settle the controversies, the United Nations sponsored two conferences on the the
law of the sea in 1958 and 1960. Four conventions were concluded in
1958, viz. Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contigous Zone,
ConventiQn on the High Seas, Convention on Fishing and Conserva-
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tion of the Living Resources of the High Seas, and Convention on
Continental Shelf. These Conventions, on the whole, reasserted the
traditional freedoms of the sea and accepted coastal State's
sovereign jurisdiction over a vaguely~defined continental shelf. Although coastal States were permitted to extend maritime ~ones and
adopt fish «onservation measures, no agreement could be reached
about the extent of terri~orial sea or fisheries j~risdiction. Thus the
1958 Conventions only codified the law which had traditionally been
accepted, and left utisettled wnat 'the technological advances of the
1960's brought in their wake, whether in regard to fisheries or the
discovery of mineral-rich manganese nodules lying.in the deep
seabed.
in the meanwhile, pressure to change the old freedom of the seas
and laissez faire in the oceans had increased even more with a further
widening of the international society and the extension of the geography of international law. The accelerating pace of technological,
economic, social, and political changes in recent years have altered
man's relations to the sea. New users and new uses have come forward to compete with the old users and old uses which had acquired
an aura of sanctity from long-established usage. Man is increasingly
moving toward the ocean. Increasingly, ocean space in all its dimensions - surface, water column and bed - are being used for a
variety of purposes. Increasingly ocean space is exposed to pollution
and its living resources to. depletion. More authority and law is
needed in this hitherto largely "lawless" part of the world or rather
an area of legal vacuum. Exclusive national authority in ocean would
be disastrous unless constrained-by internationally agreed provisions
~nd !lr0tected by the international community-organized institu<

~L.

.

Third Law of the Sea Conference
To cope up with these problems, the United Nations organized
another Conference - the biggest in history - in, 1973 which, after
years of intense, sometimes bitter, and many a time frustrating
debates tried to reconcile the traditional freedoms of the sea with the
wider inclusive interests of the enlarged and yet increasingly interdependent international society. While it is not possible to go here
into the details of the 1982 UN Convention on Law of the Sea, it is
pertinent to. note that for the' first time in history limits of coastal

•
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State maritime jurisdictions for the protection of its divers,e interests
have come to be universally accepted. The Convention provides for a
12-mile territorial sea, 24-mile contigous. zone, 2OO-mile exclusive
ecom;>mic zone (EEZ), and legal continental shelf extending to the
end of the continental margin. The seabed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction has come to be declared as common heritage of
mankind which must be explored and exploited in accordance with a
complicated machinery provided in the Convention. While some of
. industrialized western countries, led by the United States, have
refused to sign the Convention and its future still somewhat hangs in
balance, there is no doubt that freedom ofthes~as as understoodin.
the past and practiced for centuries by the maritime powers is gone
and has been altogether changed. Besides undisputed wider coastal
state jurisdictions for the protection of its security, fisheries and
other economic interests,' even the area beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction is no longer a legal vacuum. It is generally recognized
that the sea offers the greatest promise and poses the gravest threat
to the world of tomorrow. There is no doubt that freedom of the seas
and navigation will still be necessary to use it, but it should be the
same kind of freedom that individuals enjoy in a national society,
namely; freedom under the law as it has come to be d::veloped in
recent years and is still in the process of development, formulation,
and adoption by a new community of States.
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CHAPTER III
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN lHE LAW OF lHE SEA
AND MARITIME ISSUES IN SOUlH ASIA
India's Expanding Claims
It is important to examine the impact of the recent developments
in the law of the sea on the Indian Ocean and its littoral States. However, confming ourselves here only to South Asia, it is interesting to
note that all the newly-independent South Asian States, in tune with
the time, have tried to take the maximum benefit of current turmoils
in the sea law and extend their national jurisdictions. Thus, &s early
as March 1956, India extended its territorial sea from the traditional
three-miles limit of British .india to six-miles,45 and within a few
months, in December 1956, adopted a twelve-mile contigous zone for
purposes of security, customs and sanitary regulations.46 The
Maritime Zones Act of 1976 extended its territorial sea to 12 miles
and also extended contiguolls zone of India to twenty-four nautical
miles for the purposes of its security, immigration, sanitation, customs and other fiscal matters. 47
Occupying a central position in the Indian Ocean, with a coastline
extending to 5700 kms, and having about 1200 islands and islets (667
in the Bay of Bengal including the Andaman and Nicobai: archipelagos and 508 in the Arabian Sea including Lakshadweep group
of islands), lying on one of the most important international maritime
routes of the Indian Ocean, India added a lot of prime maritime
areas to its sovereign jurisdiction. It is also important to note the
richness of these marine areas in natural resources, both living and
non-living. In fact, India's continental shelf and margin run into vast
expanses of the sea· surrounding its mainland and islands. It has
about 131,800 square nautical miles area within 200 metre isobath.
The maritime area within 200 nautical miles of the Indian coastline
amounts to 587,600 square nautical miles. 48 In the Bay of Bengal the
seabed is covered by thick piles of sediments, the thickness of which
varies between ten and sixteen kilometres in the north to between six
and eightkilometres in the middle. In the southern part of the Bay of
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Bengal, the thickness of sediments tapers from three to one
kilometre. Nearly 40 per cent of the total sediments present in the Indian Ocean are estimated to be found in the Arabian Sea and the
Bay of Bengal. The continental shelf area in the Arabian Sea is said
to extend to about 150 nautical miles from the coast south-westwards
of the Gulf of Bombay. The embayment of North Arabian sea has
sediments of eight kilometres thickness towards the deep sea. The
foot of the continental slope in the Bay of Bengal is at an average distance of 50 nautical miles.49 All these areas are potentially rich in oil
and gas. India's interest in securing exclusive jurisdiction over these
lucrative areas of the continental shelf would be obvious.
India's first formal claim to the continental shelf was made by a
Presidential Proclamation on August 30, 1955, whereby it claimed
"full and exclusive sovereign rights over the seabed and subsoil of the
continental shelf adjoining its territory and beyond its territorial
waters.,,50 The legal limits of the continental shelf were defined on 24
November, 1959 in terms of the 1958 UN Convention on Continental
Shelf Convention as extending to a depth of 200 metres or beyond to
"where the depth of the superjacent water admits of the exploitation
of the natural resources of the areas.,,51 However, after the International Court of Justice defined continental shelf as the "natural
prolongation" of the land territory of a State into and under the sea
in the North Sea Continental Shelf Cases,52 and in accordance with
tli~ general trend, India redefined in 1976 Maritime Zone Act,. its
continental shelf as extending "throughout the natural prolongation
of its land territory to the outer edge of the continental margin or to
a distance of two hundred nautical miles from the baseline...where
the outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to that
distance. ,,53
Further, in accordance with the consensus emerging in the Third
Law of the Sea Conference, India declared in the 1976 Maritime
Zone Act an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) extending to two
hundred nautical miles in which it would have, inter alia, "sovereign
rights for the purpose of exploration, exploitation, conservation and
managemen,t of the natural resources, both living and non-living, as
well as for producing energy from tides, winds and currents.,,54
It is important to note that India's claims in regard to its maritime
jurisdictions were not merely endorsed by the UN Convention on the
Law of the Sea concluded in 1982, but the latter accepted even wider
limits of continental shelf as extending in some cases to 350 nautical
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miles or 100 nautical miles beyond the 2500 metre isobath [Article
76, (5, 7)]. India has been a great beneficiary according to these
provisions of the 1982 Convention especially because of· its large
coastline and wide continental shelf. It has gained at least 587,600
square nautical miles of real estate within its sovereign jurisdiction as
part of its EEZ for the exploration and exploitation its natutal
resources, both living and non-living. It has already found its continental shelf rich in oil and gas resources and is producing almost 19
million tons of crude oil from its offshore oil field. 55 Besides the
Bombay offshore region, where the majority of resources lie, India
has discovered oil in Godavari, Krishna and Palk Bay basins and gas
in Andaman offshore. Its current strategy is aimed at building selfreliance in offshore exploration and development. India has also
begun construction of highly sophisticated ~d technologically complex drillships at its yard in Vishakapatnam with Japanese collabora.tion. Further, even with their outdated methods and outmoded gear,
Indian fishermen catch nearly 18. million· metric tons of fish from
India's economic zone.56 .
'
It is also pertinent to mention that by a resolution (Resolution II)
adopted'by the UNCLOS-III, India, along with France, Japan and
the Soviet Union, was recognized as a "Pioneer Investor" in seabed
exploratory activities for the recovery ,of polymetallic nodules from
the ocean. The pioneer investor status was subject to the fulfillment
of two conditions. One, that it be a signatory to the Convention,
which all these States were; and two, that such a "State or state
enterprise or natural or juridical person has expended, before 1
January 1983, an amount equivalent to at least $U.S. 30 million...in
pioneer activities and has expended. no less than 10 per cent of that
amount in location, survey and evaluation of the area." Pioneer activities were described in the resolution to include:
"(i) any at-sea observation and evaluation aCtivity which has as
its objective the establishment and documentation of the nature, shape, concentration, 'location and grade of polymetallic
nodules and of the environmental, technical and other appropriate factors which must be taken into account before exploitation."
"(ii) the recovery from the Area of polymetallic nodules with a '
view to the designing, fabricating and testing of equipment
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which is intended to be used in the exploitation of polymetallic
nodules."

To have, achieved some measure of expertise to be recognized as a
'pioneer investor' and being the first developing country to acquire a
high level of technological excellence in the, related fields of science
and technology was no mean achievement for a poor country like
India. It may also be noted that India was the first country to be
registered as a 'pioneer investor' by the Preparatory Commission in
1987 for conducting exploratory activities for deep seabed mining in
150,000 kilometres of the Indian Ocean,57 Whether seabed exploitation at the present stage is economically feasible or not, and whether
India will be able to exploit these metallic resources in the near future or it fails to do so, are not important issues here~ There is little
doubt, however, that it has made a marked change in the image of
58
India especially among its neighbours.
Pakistan's Extended Limits
Already a subject of jealousy and fear amongsi. its neighbours in
South Asia because of its size and resources, the vast maritime extensions by India, this 'giant' among them, have further exacerbated
their feelings. Thus Pakistan, less than one-fourth of its size iIi land
area, has a small coastline of 440 miles and even extension of
maritime zones to include 121ni1es of territorial sea, 200 miles of
EEZ, and continental shelf extending to the end of the continental
margin. under the 1982 Convention on Law of the Sea and as claimed
by Pakistan under its Territorial Waters and'Maritime Zones Act of
1976, though helpful, is not much compared to India,59 Pakistan has
nearly 9200 square nautical miles area enclosed within its EEZ, out
of which 1700 square nautical miles lies within its 200-metre isobath.
But so.far the explorations for oil and gas in its waters have not been
very encouraging.
Declaring the Rann of Kutch, a marsh land between the Indian
State of Gujarat and Pakistan's Province of Sind and potentially an
oil-rich area as a "land-locked Sea" or a "boundary lake," Pakistan
sought to take part of the area from India in 1960s,60 But when the
use of force did not succeed in the settlement of the dispute, the matter was submitted to an international arbitration tribunal which
61
awarded more than ninety per cent of the disputed area to India.
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Frustrated and angry, Pakistan has not so far demarcated its
maritime boundary with India. But since the area is not expected to
yield oil and gas, nobody seems to be in a hurry to demarcate the
boundary.
Bangladesh and Its Unusual Claims
Bangladesh, as is well-known, emerged as an independent State
after the Indo-Pakistan war of 1971 and owes much to India for its
independence and escape from Pakistan's clutches. However, it was
not long before it found itself entangled with-India on various issues
ofvital interests to its economy and well-being. Some of these crucial
issues relate to maritime boundaries between the two neighbours and
sharing of water of numerous (fifty-two) rivers that flow to
Bangladesh through India. With a population of nearly 90 million
people squeezed into about 55,598 square miles, Bangladesh is one
of the most densely populated countries of the world. Surrounded by
India on the north; west'and east, it also shares a border with Burma
in the east. To the south lies its deeply indeJl,ted concave coastline in
the Bay of Bengal which is said to be "unstable, broken and irreguiar.,,62 Bangladesh is a land of mighty rivers, (Ganges,
Brahmputra and Meghna and their innumefllble tributaries) which
flow from the high Himalayas, through Nepal and India, and carry
down to the Bay a colossal discharge of silt. This, together with heavy
monsoon rainfall, cyclonic storms and tidal surges, contribute to a
continuous process of erosion and shoaling both on land and in the
sea on the mouths of rivers. The presen~e of deltas and islands off
the coast of Bangladesh in the B~ add further complications in the
delimitation of its maritime zones. 3
Classified by the UN as one of the least developed countries of
the world,64 Bailgladesh has hardly any mineral resources and
depends largely on agriculture and fishing to feed its teeming millions and for its meagre foreign exchange. 5 Until its independence,
as part of Pakistan, Bangladesh claimed the same jurisdictions over
its coastal zones as Pakistan. After its emergence as an independent
State, Bangladesh enacted in February 1974, its own Territorial
Waters and Maritime Zones Act under which it declared, on April
12, 1976, a 12 nautical miles territorial sea, 200 miles of EEZ, and a
continental shelf extending to the outer limits of the continental margin.66 However, a serious dispute arose between Bangladesh and its
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neighbours, India and Burma, about delimitation of their overlapping .
maritime boundaries. As we have mentioned earlier, the great rivers
of the Ganges (called Padma in Bangladesh), Jamuna and Meghna
carry an enormous amount of silt that they ~it in the Ocean,
making the seaward slope extremely gentle in the Bengal-Basin. The
effect of geological features and cliJ,natic condition on Bangladesh's
coastal regions have lec;l to the following characte.ristics:
(1) The estu~ of Bangladesh is such that no stable water line
or demarcation of landward and seaward area exists.
(2) The continual process of alluvian and sedimentation iorms
mudbanks, and the area is so shallow as to be non-navigable by
other than small boats.
(3) The navigable ch~nels through the aforesaid banks are
continuously changing their course and require soundings to
establish their demarcation.
These geomorphological considerations necessitated, according
to Bangladesh, a "depth-method baselines" rather than "normal
baselines" or "straight baselines" for delimitation of its territorial
sea, as envisaged in Article 4 of the 1958 Territorial Sea Convention.
It, therefore, suggested an amendment to Article 4 of the Territorial
Sea Convention which would permit delineation of baseline by the
depth method, i.e. geographic coordinates at specific depths of the
coastal waters linked by straiifft lines to effectively demarcate the
landward and seaward areas. At the Caracas session of the UNCLOS III, it proposed the following. amendment to' Article 6(2) of
the Revised Single Negotiating Text:
"Where because of the presence of a delta and other natural
conditions, the wateJ;:s adjacent to the coasts are marked by
continual fluvial erosion and sedimentation creating a highly
unstable beseline, the baseline may be delimited by a straight
line or a series of strai~t lines connecting appropriate points
of such adjacent waters.,,68
Bangladesh's amendment was not accepted. However, to meet
specifically BangIadesh's situation, at least to some extent, Article
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"Where because oUhe presence of a delta and other natural
~onditions the coastline is highly unstable, the appropriate
points may be selected along the furthest seaward extent of the
low-water line and, notwithstanding subsequent regression of
the low-water line,. the straight baselines shall remain effective
until changed by the coastal State in accordance with this Convention.
Disappointed because Article 7(2) did not meet what it wanted, in
1974 Bangladesh proclaimed a set of straight baselines drawn on the
basis of depth mt<thod taking into account the geological and
topographical peculiarities of its coastline. Measuring 221 nautical
miles, the baseline joins eight fixed points at 10 fathoms depth which
at some places makes· the baseline as much as 50 miles from the
shore. Thus although it has a coastline of only 310 miles, it has
enclosed 6200 square nautical miles of coastal areas and continental
shelf within its internal waters69 through its floating baselines.
Mo~eover, since none of the. eight points defming the baseline is
anchored to the coast anywhere, it is technically possible to enter and
sail Into the internal waters of Bangladesh without crossing its
straight baseline. It is not surprising that both India and Burma have
rejected the Bangladesh's c!aim7o and it has not received the approval of any country so far. n Clearly, Bangladesh's straight
baselines do not fulfill the limitations for straight. baselines laid down·
in paragraph 3 of Article 7 which pro\jdes that:
"The drawing of straight baselines must not depart to any appreciable extent from the general direction of the coast, and
the sea areas lying within the lines must be sufficiently closely
linked to the land domain to be subject to the regime of internal waters."
The Ganges-Brahmputra Delta of the Bay of Bengal located at
the combined mouths of the Ganges and Brahmputra rivers is a
promising petroleum-rich area in which both Bangladesh and India
are interested. The delimitation of this area' is a subject of dispute
between these two neighbouring countries. While India would like
the area to be divided on the basis of an equidistance line,
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Bangladesh, because of its concave coastline, would find itself at a
disadvantaged position if equidistance method is used. The dispute
between them surfaced when Petro-Bangla, a Government-controlled corporation, signed production-sharing contracts for conducting
seismic surveys and exploratory drilling with six companies in 1974.
The block that was awarded to Ashland was disputed by India which
lodged a formal protest to Bangladesh against granting exploratory
rights in an area whic~ under ~he equidistance principle, would fall
within the Indian EEZ. 2
,
The dispute was further complicated by the emergence or formation in -1970, after Cyclonic activity, of a new island in the Bay of Bengal in the estuary of the Haribhanga River on the border between the
two countries. Known as New Moore Island or Purbashain India and
South Talpatty Island in Bangladesh, it is a U-shaped formation with
an approximate area of two square miles lying 5 nautical miles from
the coast of Bangladesh and 2 nautical miles off the coast of India.
India claims the island on the gro~ds that the flow of the Haribhan~
ga river'(which forms the boundary between the two countries) kto
the east of the island which, therefore, lies on the natural prolongation of the Indian territory. Bangladesh contests this claim and asserts that the river flows to the west of the island and cannot be said
to be on the natural prolongation of the Indian territory. In any case,
India has claimed the island since '1971 as lying within its territorial
sea and, after its discovery and occupation, it notified immediately
the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office and the British Admiralty.
Maintaining an effective occupation by conducting frequent surveys,
although it is not inhabited, India has prevented all attempts by
Bangladesh, especially in 1981, to land on the island to hoist its flag.
The island is of great importance for Bangladesh since, if the island
falls to India, any line of equidistance which takes account of the island would erode the area claimed by Bangladesh.73
Besides its maritime boundary with India's mainland,
Bangladesh's boundary with Andaman and Nicobar Islands, on the
one hand, and its boundaries with Burma and Sri Lanka, on the
other, need to be delineated. Whether India and Bangladesh would
be willing to make concessions to each other depends upon other
aspects of their relationship. The dispute over the sharing of river
waters, the constructioh of Farakka barrage, the exchange of small
land enclaves on the Indo-Bangladesh border and the treatment of
non-Muslim minorities in Bangladesh, have soured the relations be-
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tween the two countries.
Sri Lanka and its Limited Expansion
Sri Lanka is a small island State in the South of India with a small
coastline of 650 nautical miles. Although it has an area of 150,000
square nautical miles of EEZ, its continental shelf is not very wide. In
fact the average distance at which 2OO-metre isobath occurs off the
coast of Sri Lanka is not more than 20 nautical miles. The total area
within 200 metre isobath is about 7,800 square nautical miles. Sri
Lanka brought it to the attention of the UNCLOS III that in its case
the foot of the continental slope and the 2,500 metre isobath were
very close to its coast and a very large proportion of the sedimentary
rock of the continental margin of Sri Lanka was beneath the rise. The
application of the rule adopte,d in Article 76 of the Convention,
therefore, limiting the outer edge of the continental margin according to the thickness of sedimentary rocks or 60 miles from the foot of
the continental slope, according to Sri Lanka, would deny it more
than half of its margin which would otherwise belong to it since continental margin consisted of the shelf, slope and the rise. It, therefore, requested the conference to agree, on grounds of equity, to an
exceptional method of delimitation, taki~ into account the special
characteristics of its continental margin? The Conference partially
agreed to it and permitted Sri Lanka to establish the outer edge of its
continental margin by straight lines, not exceeding 60 miles in length
connecting fixed points, defined by latitude and longitude, at each of
which the thickness of sedimentary rock was not less than one
kilometre?5 How far this method of delimitation of continentjal shelf
will help Sri Lanka, it is difficult to say. But it seems that although
geomorphologically, Sri Lanka has a very wide continental rise, legally its continental shelf will not extend beyond 200 miles from the
baseline.76 A lot of exploratory activities have been started off Sri
Lanka's coast.
It is important to mention here that India and Sri Lanka have
amicably completed the process of their boundary' delimitation in
1977 through three separate agreements. The first agreement, signed
in 1974, related to the conflicting claims of the two countries to the
island of Kacchativu, a half-coral half-sand island, about 3.75 square
miles in area, lying in the Palk strait about 12 miles from the nearest
Indian coast and 10.5 miles from Sri Lanka. Used for centuries by
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fishermen from both the countries, the island was for the most part
uninhabited except for a chapel which was occasiomilly used by the
fait~u1, living both in India and Sri Lanka, especially at an annual
fair at the Shrine of St. Anthony. Although both the countries
claimed the island on historical grounds, neither party could prove
actual display of State activities to the exclusion of the other. The'
Kacchativu island became a major obstacle in the boundary agreement and led to a climate of suspicion affecting the entire range of
relations between them. By an agreement ~igned in June 1974, India
relinquished its claim over the island but, as a concession to India,
the two parties agreed to divide the Palk Strait on the basis of equidistance principle irrespective of the island. The median line was
drawn in the area of the Kacchativu island about 11 miles from the
nearest point in India and one mile from the island. Indian pilgrims
and fishermen were also permitted by the agreement to 'visit -the island without Visas as before.77
It is important to note that both India and Sri Lanka claim Palk
Strait, Palk Bay and the Gulf of Manaar as historic waters and have
included provisions to that effect in their respective Maritime Zones
Acts, passed in 1976, following the conclusion of maritime boundary
agreements between them. 78 The Palk Bay and the Gulf of Manaar
constitute the northern and southern sectors, respectively, of the sea
between the mainland of India and Sri Lanka. They are' divided by
the island of Rameswaram and a continuous line of coral reefs,
called Adam's Bridge, leading to the mainland of Sri Lanka. The
Palk Bay is an inlet of the Bay of Bengal, measuring about 74 nautical
miles along its north-south axis and 76 nautical miles on the major
east-west axis, and is bordered by the Indian peninsula on the west,
Adam's Bridge onthe south and island of Ceylon on the east. The
Gulf of Manaar opens into the Indian Ocean in the south, b'L!t is
otherwise almost wholly surrounded by land. At its widest point between Point De Galle in Sri Lanka and Kanyakumari in India, the
Gulf is about 200 miles. In the north the Gulf is about 17 miles, and
from north to south 130 miles.
The Palk Bay and the Gulf of Manaar have been well-known from
time immemorial for their pearl and chank fisheries. There is ample
historical authority to prove that the sovereigns of both India and Sri
Lanka considered themselves as the exclusive owners of the beds of
pearl oysters and chanks in the Palk Bay and the Gulf of Manaar.
The question of historicity of Palk Bay was resolved by a decision of
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the Madras High Court in 1904 in the case of Annakumam Pillai vs.
Muthupayal. At that time both India and Sri Lanka were part of the
British Empire. The Court decided that Palk Bay was "land-locked
by His Majesty's dOnllnions for eight-ninths of its circunlference
[and] effectively o~cupied for centuries by the inhabitants of the adjaCent districts of India and Ceylon, respectively." The Court added
that "we do not think that Palk's Bay can be regarded as being in any
sense the open sea and therefore outside the territorial jurisdiction
of His Majesty," Further, according to the Court, the British occupation had received"'the acquiescence of other nations.,,79 The Court
went on to declare that the Gulf of Manaar was also an "historic bay"
SO
and an integral part of the British dominions.
On January 15, 1977, The Government of India notifying the limits
of India's historic waters in the Palk Strait, the Palk Bay, and the
Gulf of Manaar, referred to their status as follows:
"The historic waters of India in the Palk Strait and the Palk Bay
area of sea are internal waters of India. The historic wa.ters of
India beyond the appropriate baseline referred to in section
3(2) of the Act in the Gulf of Manaar area of sea have the same .
status as the territorial waters of India."
Sri Lanka issued a similar proclamation in respect of its historic
81
waters in Palk Strait, the PalkBay and the Gulf of Manaar.
'
The agreement on maritime boundaries was also accompanied by
an agreement on fisheries according to which fishermen from Sri
Lanka were allowed to continue fishing at Wadge Bank south of
Cape Comorin in India's EEZ for three years until 1979 and were
given five years thereafter to phase out their fishing activity -in the
area.82 It was agreed that for a period of five years India would provide annually to Sri Lanka, at their request, 2000 tons of fish of a
quality and species and at a price to be mutually agreed upon by the
83
two Governments.
Maladives' Extraordinary Claims of Jurisdiction in the Sea

The Republic of Maladives consists of about 1009, tiny island
14
mostly 0.6 to 0.8 Km long with a total land area of 298 square Kms
(or U5 square miI~s), out of which only some 204 islands or 20 per
cent are inhabited with a total population of about 140,000. The is-
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land chain stretches some 475 miles in the Indian Ocean with its center point about 400 miles west and a little south of Sri Lanka. It could
claim archipelagic status under the 1982 Convention although it has
not done so. By its constitution adopted in 1964, the territory of Maldives was defmed as the islands, air and sea surrounding and in between the islands contained within a rectangle formed by meridians
and parallels. The rectangle was slightly amended in 1972 and is
declared to be within 72° 30' 30" east and 73° 48' east and the parallels r 9' 30" north and 0° 45' 15" south. At no point do these floating
baselines of .the constitutional rectangle touch any of the territory of
Maldives though the northern and some part of the eastern boundary
lie within one nauticciI mile of some atolls. But on the west and the
east, respectively, they pass 52 and 38 nautical miles from the near~st
land.85 Maldives established its fisheries zone in 1%9, territorial sea
and fishing zone in 1970, and EEZ in 1976, by declaring limits which
were parallel to the constitutional rectangle. While the drawing of
such baselines is questionable under customary or conventional international law, India, along with Sri Lanka, negotiated in July 1976 a
boundary delimitation agreement with Maldives recognizing each
other's maritime zones and laying down a trijunction point (T point)
between the three countries. In December 1976 India concluded
another agreement with Maldives delimiting the maritime boundary
between the two countries in the Arabian Sea. India again recognized Maldives economic zone limits by this agreement.86
Although Maldives' claim to its economic zone around its constitutional rectangle has been more or less ignored so far, in the
south, it impinges on the area which would fall in the economic zone
of the British Indian Ocean Territory. The area involved is said to be
about 21600 nautical miles.S? While Britain has so far ignored the in"fringement because it is using the Indian Ocean Territory for
strategic purposes only, a different situation may arise if Mauritius
regained this area as part of its territory to whom it rightfully
belongs, as we shall see below.
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necessary by reason of the geographical conditions prevailing on the
.Union of Burma coasts, and for the purpo~e of safeguarding the vital
interests of the inhabitants of the cOastal regions...". Slightly
amended in 1977, these 826 nautical miles of straight baselines not
only closed the wide Gulf of Martaban with a single baseline extending to 222.3 nautical miles, but joined on the Tanassim coast the
Mergui Archipelago by joining outermost points of the outennost islands.. Besides long individual baselines, which have made it the
longest segment of straight baselines in the world, they enclosed
water-ta-land at the ratio of 50 to 1 and at one point the baseline was
15 miles from the nearest coast and made a deflection of 14 degrees
from the general direction of the coastline.88 In spite of the presence
of a delta, the shallowness of the regionS9, and the instability of the
shoreline surrounding the Gulf of Martaban, the legal validity of Burmese baselines is questionable under the 1982 Convention.
Another problem between India and Burma concerned Narcondam Island in the Andaman Sea, owned and occupied by India. A
craterless volcano, Narcondam island has an area of 7 square
kiIometr:es which stands 710 metres above sea level and is· bounded
by cliffs 100 metres in height. If India's claim to give full effect to
Narcondain Island in its boundary delimitation is accepted, it will
cover part of the continental shelf of Irrawaddy River Delta. The
area concerned 'would depend on whether the line of equidistance
between India and Burma was based on Burmese coastline or the
Burmese baseline closing the Gulf of Martaban. In the first case the
area would be 1175 square miles and in the second case 580 square
miles. 'India had defied all Burmese claims to Narcondam Island and
was determined to defend its sovereignty over .the island.90 On
December 23, 1986, Burma and India concluded an agreement
delimiting their boundaries in the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman
Sea. While India's claim to Narcondam island has been confirmed in
the <lg!eement, it says nothing about Burma's unique baselines
91
claims. Earlier, on July 25, 1980, Burma and Thailand signed an
agreement delimiting their maritime boundary in the Andaman
Sea.92

Burma's claims of straight baselines.
Despite all its self-imposed isolation in its international relations,
Burma has not failed to take benefit of the recent developments in
the law of the sea to extend its maritime jurisdictions. On November
15 1968, Burma proclaimed the use ofstraight baselines "where it is

Geographically Ilisadvantaged States in South Asia
Nepal and Bhutan
These two small States of South Asia are land-locked States de-
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pendent for their transit passage to use the sea and enjoy its bounties
on coastal States. Unlike several other landlocked States which may
have some choice to choose their transit passage through more than
one country, e.g., Switzerland and Austria, both Nepal and Bhutan
are virtually dependent on India for the exercise of their rights in
regard to the sea. Although Nepal has also China as a neighbou1 to
reach the ocean, the topography of the area and high barriers of the
Himalayas have made transit route through ChiPa almost inaccessible. This dependence on India is not particularly liked by Nepal
and Bhutan and it has led sometimes to terrible tensions, especially
'
between Nepal and India, as we have seen above.
Further, although under Article 69 of the 198~ Convention on the .
Law of the Sea, the landlocked States have a "right to participate, on
an equitable basis, in the exploitation of an appropriate part of the
surplus of the living resources of the EEZs of the coastal States of
the same sub-region or region," this right can be made effective only
through an agreement with the coastal States of the region. This
again means virtual dependence on India. Although Bangladesh and
Pakistan are in the same region, they have only small coastlines and
very limited area compared to India's large coastline and vast EEZ
area. It will also not be easy for Nepal and Bhutan to· use the EEZ of
Sri Lanka or Maldives. No wonder both Nepal and ]3hutan expressed
their disappointment at the provisions concerning the land-locked
States in the 1982 Convention~ The representative of Nepal said at
the concl~dingsession of UNCLOS III:
"The provisions relating to land-locked countries, particularly
Part X of the Convention, are of special importance to us. We
are not wholly satisfied with regard to. the rights of transit of
land-locked countries in Article 69 of the Convention. Similarly, provisions relating to the sharing of resources on· the continental shelf and to the exclusive economic zone do no~ correspond to our aspirations.,,93
The delegate from Bhutan also expressed his disappointment:
"We also regret that better and more resource-sharing criteria
with regard to the continental shelf and the EEZ could not be
provided in the Convention. However, it is our hope that in the
very near future the problems of land-locked countries will be-
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come better understood and that steps will be initiated, especially by the transit States concerned, to alleviate their specific
difficulties.,,94

Maritime Boundaries in South Asia
India has seven neighbouring States for the purposes of maritime
boundaries, namely, Bangladesh, Burma, Maldives,Pakistan, Sri
Lanka, Indonesia and Thailand. While two States, Bangladesh and
Pakistan,are located on the same C."lst adjacent to India, with the
other five States the coasts appear to be opposite. It is interesting to
note that while the maritime boundaries between India with all its
.opposite States have been delimited, boundary negotiations with
Bangladesh commenced in October 1974 and have not been concluded so far. Maritime boundary talks with Pakistan have not even
commenced so far.95
Between 1974 and 1979, India concluded nine agreements with
four of its neighbours, namely, Sri Lanka, Maldives, Indonesia and
Thailand, and in 1986 delineated its maritime boundaries with
Burma. Trilateral agreements fixing trijunctions between India, Sri
Lanka and Maldives were concluded in i976, and between India, Indonesia and Thailand in 1978. Although no reference was made in
these agreements .to the applicable principles for drawing the boundaries, and the boundaries were generally described with reference
to points whose latitudes and longitudes were indicated in the agree7
ments, the boundaries were drawn, except in two cases, on the basis
of median lines between opposite coasts or, where the boundary extended laterally into the sea, the equidistance line from the adjoining
coasts of the two countries. The two e~ceptions were (1) the Palk's
Bay where some adjustment in boundary was made because of the
Kacchativu island, and (ii) the Andaman sea between India and
Thailand where mmor adjustments were thought necessary.
The reasons for the inability of India and Pakistan and India and
Bangladesh to settle the maritime and other boundaries are obviously political.
Fishery Resources
With the exception of a few incidents in which fishermen from
Tarnilnadu in South India were arrested· for trespassing in Sri Lanka
waters, there have been no fishery disputes in South Asia. This. can
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be attributed to several factors. First, for most of the littoral States of
the Indian ocean, including those in South Asia, the fIshery resources
are not fully exploited and the government policies are designed to
encourage greater efforts ~ the new extended zones. Less than 22
per cent of the potential commercial catch is harvested in the Indian
Ocean. Second, .the shrimp stocks, highly coveted in the region, are
found well within 200 miles.zones. There are no known instances ih
which signifIcant shrimp stock migrate through the EEZ of more
than one State. Third, in most of the Indian Ocean States, fIshing is
small-scale; local or artisanal.96 Industrial fIshing is not unknown but
it is not widespread. But with the advent of 2OO-mile EEZ, government policies have been focused upon expanding fIsh catches for the
small-scale local fIshermen and encouraging stock assessment and
industrial exploitation in the exten<Jed zone. This hll:s'l~d to the in. e'ritable conflict between local fIshermen, who utilize the resources
of the near-shore, and industrial interests, who are supposed to fIsh
in the deeper waters but always seek to exploit resources near shore
where fIsh are usually abundant.97
A South Asian country may soon conclude that the best way to exploit the fIsh stock in the extended EEZ is to sell them to the highest
bidder. Under the new fIshing regime, several long-distance fIshing
States have idle fIshing capacities as their traditional fIshing grounds
have been closed off in EEZs. For example, the operation of such
vessels off the coast of Pakistan would certainly affect the catch of
fIshermen in Gujarat. Already it seems that tunaresOluces are attracting the fishing fleets of nations beyond the India Ocean, like
those of Japan, Korea and Taiwan, to come in the Indian Ocean including South Asian waters. Thus, Pakistan has given some concessions to the South Koreans on a production-sharing basis, and this
had led to a lot of poaching in Indian waters by the South Koreans
and the Taiwanese. There are scores of cases where South Koreans
and Taiwanese have been caught by the Indian coastguard. So also
Thai vessels have been caught by India, Bangladesh and Burma. This
is also a problem in Sri Lanka and the Maldives which are incapable
of enforcing their restrictions. The Koreans and Taiwanese come in
and even conceal their names and numbers so that they cannot be
identified and take out enormous amounts of fIsh without paying
their dues.98 This is one area where collective effort is called for and
the need for these countries to control poaching' and control the
growth of fIshing. 99
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CHAPTER IV
TURMOILS IN THE INDIAN OCEAN
Post-1945 Era: A New World
If a divided Asia could not withstand the onslaught of Europe in
the 17th and 18th Centuries, a shattered Europe devastated by two
world wars could not continue to hold Asia in bondage. The world as
it emerged from the Second World War was a different world altogether. The whole balance of forces had changed and the
European powers, which had dominated the wortd, scene for nearby
three hundred years, had been pushed aside and were no longer in
the centre of the world stage. Out of the ruins of the world holocaust
of 1939-45 emerged the United States and the Soviet Union to
dominate the international scene and seriously challenge each other.
The world, divided into two groups, plunged into a cold war and the
most dangerous armament race..
Moreover, as European colonialism collapsed, there emerged
numerous Asian-African States which for a long time had no status
and no role in international relations. Having achieved their political
independence, those "new" States of Asia and Africa naturally
wanted to improve their lot and increase their political influence.
The existence of an international forum, where they could make their
voices heard and where they had scope for concerted action, enhanced their power and helped them in pursuing their purposes.
Adopting a policy of non-alignment towards the two power groups,
as we have noted earlier, they sought to align themselves in the
achievement of their objectives.
End of Pax Britannica and the so-called "Power Vacuum"
in the Indian Ocean:
Having emerged as the greatest maritime power in Europe after the
Napoleanic wars in 1815, and after consolidating its power in the Indian subcontinent, it was not long before Great Britain turned the Indian Ocean into a "British lake". Although things might not have been
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always smooth under Pax Britannica, the British dominance over the
ocean remained un-impaired until the end of the Second World War.
However, as British power weakened during the war and the subcontinent of India slipped out of its colonial hold, British position became
incongruous although it continued to maintain its posture in order to
protect its economic interests in the area until the middle of 196Os.
Realizing, however, by that time that its defence forces were "seriously
outstretched", it started reducing its commitment in the Indian Ocean.
By 1968, Britain made it clear that its military forces would withdraw
east of Suez by the end of 1971.100 Although Britain was accepting, albeit reluctantly, the new politico-strategic reality, old habits die hard.
Believing, as they still did, that the Asian countries were unable to take
care of themselves and needed a "guardian" or a "caretaker'~ to
protect them from some possible mischief makers from outside,
Britain and its allied ,powers felt that the former's withdrawal from the
·Indian Ocean would create a "power vacuum" which would not be in
the interest of littoral States or the western countries. lOl As an
editorial in New York times on January 12, 1968 said:
"The harsh reality is that a complete British withdrawal...would
leave dangerous power vacuum over a vast and volatile areawhich the United States' and Britain's other allies would find it
extremely difficult to fill; a vacuum that would serve neither
Britain's long run interests nor its stakes ~ world peace and
stability.,,102
Some military strategists, alarmed by the Soviet naval activity in
the Indian Ocean without the benign presence of the British fleet,
felt that the Soviets might soon "own" the Indian Ocean103 and saw
the "Red Star rising over the Indian Ocean"l04. Such a worried and
concerned observer of this strategic area wrote:
,"The shadow of hammer and sickle today extends over the entire Indian Ocean. The Russian bear has replaced the British
lion: A Tsar's dream has, by an historical paradox, been realized by the humdrum bureaucrat Brezhnev.,,105
US Interest Grows in the Indian Ocean
It is important to note that for more than a generation after World
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War II, until 1960's the United States' interest in the Indian Ocean
was minimal. They seem to have been unaware, or perhaps had forgotten the prophecy of the great American naval strategist, Alfred
Mahan, who is reported to have said:
"Whoever controls the Indian Ocean dominates .Asia. The
Ocean is the key to the seven seas. In the twenty-first century
the destiny of the world will be decided on its waters.,,106
While Atlantic and the Pacific Ocean had always been important
for the Americans, Indian Ocean, lying on the other side of the
globe, was too far to affect them or their interests. In fact neither the
Department of Defense nor State had a unit dealing with the Indian
Ocean as a whole. 107 "For most Americans", as a knowledgable Congressman said, "The Indian Ocean has a split personality. Our maps
of the world, centered as they are upon the United States, provided
an intact view of both the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans, but sever
the Indian Ocean into two. This geographic bifurcation of the world's
third largest body of water is an expression of the fra~mented view
which we have had of the Indian Ocean and its littoral". 08
However, the British decision to withdraw from the region jolted
them. The western interests could not be left at the mercy of the In~
dian Ocean littoral States unable even to take care of themselves. As
the New York Times editorialised:
"It seems clear the naval power of some sort must ultimately
be assigned to the Indian Ocean. And today this can only mean
US naval power, for no other nation in the western world has
the strength or capability to provide it.,,109

After some unsuccessful attempts to establish naval bases in some
major countries of the Indian Ocean, a joint secret British-US survey
was undertaken in 1964-65 of the Indian Ocean islands to find
suitable sites for military bases in the region. In December 1965, even
·in the period of dying colonial age, Britain created a new colony
called the British Indian Ocean Territory (BlOT), by taking some islands of the Chagos archipelago, then belonging to and administered
by Mauritius, and islands of Aldabra, Farquhar and Descroches, administered by Seychelles. After payment of some "compensation" to
the two Governments, the islands were to be depopulated "for con-
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struction of defence facilities, by the British and the US Governments"Yo Further agreements were reached .between the UK and
USA in 1966, and then. in 1970, under which while the British
Government retained its sovereignty over Diego Garcia and other islands in Chagos 1.rchipelago, the US paid .$11.5 million and they were
made available "for defence purposes of both Governments". By
1970 the United States had deci<ied to build a base in Diego Garica
"to close the gap in our world-wide communication system and to
provide comIimnications support to the United States and the
United Kingdom ships and aircraft in the Indian Ocean".111
. A horse-shoe-shaped atoll, approximately 23 km. long and ~ km.
wide; Diego Garcia lies in the centre of the strategically important
northern half of the Indian Ocean. About 250 miles south of Maldive
Islands, nearly 1200 miles north-east of Mauritius; and 1200 miles
south of the tip of India, it is protected by a coral reef and its natural
harbour is large enough to accommodate a good-size fleet. Describing the strategic importance of Diego Garcia island, Admiral McCain, Commander of the US Pacific Fleet, said, "as Malta is to the
Mediterranean, Diego Garcia is to the Indian Ocean and equidistant
from all points.,,112 By March 1973, the comunicatiori facilities installeq by the United States had become operationaL As the New
York Times noted: "In the potential strategic competition between
the United States and the Soviet Union over use of the Indian Ocean,
the United States thus became the first to establish a military base on
foreign territory in the region.,m3
Reaction of the Asian States

The creation of BlOT (British Indian Ocean Territories) created
almost a riot in the region. The whole concept or idea of power
vacuum was abhorent to the newly-independent Asian-African States
since this would undermine their independence and was a blow to
their esteem. As the Prime Minister of India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi,
said in Colombo:
''There has been no dearth of theories to justify military
presence. One of the most inane of them is the theory of power
vacuum. The colonial powers were compelled to leave because
of an opposite political force - the upsurge of nationalism.
There can be no question of a vacuum if we ~ake our
economies viable and our societies stable. Our common resolve
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to strenfithen our independence reject the orthodox power
theory." 14
.
Most of the littoral countries were against this move. As early as
January 1966, the UN General Assembly had considered the creation of BlOT and passed a resolution expressing "deep concern" at
the detachment of "certain islands from the territor~ of Mauritius for
the purpose of establishment of military bases".l 5 It tried to dissuade the western allies from going ahead with this move. Mauritius
and several other countries expressed their displeasure and dismay
at the British-American move. There was a strong opposition to the
Diego Garcia project even in the US Congress and the navy was
116
forced to adopt a low-keep approach.
Taking benefit of the weak
position of the people of Mauritius, Great Britain had left an imperialist legacy which, in the 0rinion of some Asian scholars, is "a
legal and political monstrocity". 17
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under-water, nuclear attack on the nerve centres of the Soviet
heartland".11 9 It is said to be the "soft underbelly of the Soviet Union
with severe limitations on its ability to reduce its vulnerabilities" .120
It is believed that the deployment of missile system in the Indian
Ocean by Americans "provide them an angle they did not have
before, on the Russian and the Red Chinese targets".121 The Pen. tagon considered the Indian Ocean as a most convenient launching
pad for strategic rocket nuclear weapons. The A-3 and Posedian Ballastic Missiles carried by the Polaris submarines had a range of attack from the northeast corner of the Indian Ocean which would
122
extend as far as Leningrad.
Some western scholars believe that the Soviet Union always
wanted "warm water ports" and that "its territorialaspirations centre
south of the national territory of the Soviet Union in the direction of
the Indian Ocean".123 But whatever the motives for the Soviet increased naval activity in the area, it started only as a reaction to the
British-American move in this direction.

Soviet's Increased Presence in the Indian Ocean
Wise or otherwise, once the United States and Great Britain had
made the first move to extend the cold war to the Indian Ocean and
establish military bases in the region, the Soviet Union could not be
expected to sit idle and quiet. Denouncing the power vacuum theory
as a "notorius thesis", which "smacks of imperialist thinking",118 the
Soviet Union increased its naval activity manifold after 1968. Thus,
between 1968 and 1973, while the American ship days only doubled,
from 1150 to 2109, the Soviet ship days increased eight-fold from
1106 to' 8,262. Even if the US had a big naval base in Subic Bay in the
Philippines, which made it unnecessary for it to send a large number
of auxiliaries, the increased activity of the Soviet Union could not be
ignored. The geographical location of the Soviet Union in relation to
the Indian Ocean is far different from that of USA or even European
powers. It is pertinent to note that, while the Soviet Union" being
close to. the Indian Ocean, might not seek bases there, Indian Ocean
is the only ice-free sealane between the easteriJ.;and western parts of
the Soviet Union. Moreover, the Soviet Union must protect its cnicial military-industrial complex and cities located in the southern
part of that country. It must not be forgotten that from the Indian
Ocean while the USA can indulge in offensive deployment against
the Soviet Union, the latter cannot do so against the former. The Indian Ocean has been considered as "the best place for launching

The Littoral Response
. This action-reaction syndrome between the super-powers, each
vying with the other in increasing its naval presence and introducing
sophisticated arms in the name of defense preparedness, in an area
of what was claimed to ,be a "power vacuum" where none existed,
was not only disagreeable for the Indian Ocean countries but strongly resented by them. Knowing, as they did, that the contentions and
competition between the super-powers had led to increasing tensions
and armed conflicts in other parts of Asia and Africa, they sought to
keep the power politics of the outside powers out of their affairs lest
they got caught in the crossfire. They were concerned that thb super
powers would add to their bases and access facilities in the region,
posing a continuing threat of intervention in littoral States. Political
instability in some Indian Ocean States could open the way for a
competition to establish new bases. The Second Non-aligned conference in Cairo in 1964 not only welcomed the proposal to
denuclearize Africa and Latin America, but recommended "the establishment of denuclearized zones covering these and other areas
and oceans of the world, particularly those which have been hitherto
free from nuclear weapons".124
As the super powers moves became even more menacing through
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the years, at the third Non-aligned Conference in Lusaka, in 1970,
the representatives of the Indian Ocean countries reiterated their
demand to let the Indian Ocean remain an area. of peace and
cooperation. The Prime Minister of Sri Lanka, Mrs. Bandarnaike,
suggested that the "Indian ocean area be declared a nuclear-free
zone. We urge that all countries bordering the Indian Ocean should
join us not only in giving effect to this proposal but also in keeping
the Indian Ocean as an area of peace". She, therefore, proposed a
comprehensive plan for a peace zone. 125 At her suggestion the nonaligned conference passed a formal resolution pledging to work for
the adoption of a declaration by the United Nations on the ·Indian
Ocean as zone of peace.
Such a declaration, it was suggested, should call "upon all States
to consider and respect the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace from
which great power rivalries and competition, either army, navy, or air
force bases :ire excluded. The area should be free also of nuclear
weapons".1 i 6
The idea of the Indian Ocean as zone of peace (IOZOP) was further endorsed at the Singapore conference of the Commonwealth
Heads of State held in January 1971. In a paper presented by the
Prime Minister of Sri Lanka to the members of the Commonwealth,
nearly half of whom were either littoral or immediate hinterland
States of the Indian Ocean, it was stated that:
"Recent reports point to an increasing naval presence of the
Soviet Union and naval fleets in the Indian Ocean. It would
also appear that these fleets carrying nuclear capability, are becoming part of the strategic defense system of the world
powers. Another disturbing development is the militarizaton of
the Indian Ocean. The same reports indicate that various islands and land based facilities are being utpized for the operation of these fleets.,,127
In the final communique, the Conference "agreed on the
desirability of ensurin~ that it (the Indian Ocean) remain an area of
peace and stability".12
UN Delaration on Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace (IOZOP)

At the 26th session fo the General Assembly, on a proposal by Sri
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Lanka, "Declaration of Indian Ocean As A Zone of Peace" was included in its Agenda. After a long debatel29 the General Assembly
passed a resolution on 16 December 1971, by 61 votes to none, with
55' abstentions. l30 Generally supported by the Indian Ocean littoral
and hinterland States as a matter of principle there were some differences of. opinion' on its implementation. '
Both the western and eastern blocs, along with some African and
Latin American countries, abstained. In a six para preamble recalling
the historical and philosophical background and justification for
dechuing the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace the Declaration:
"Solemnly delares that the Indian Ocean within limits to be
determined, together with the air space above and the ocean
floor subjacent thereto, is hereby designated for all times a
zone of peace."
It then called upon the great powers to enter into immediate con'sultations with the littoral States with a view to "(1) halting the further escalation and expansion \.If their military presence in the Indian
Ocean", and (2) eliminating from this ocean "all bases, military installations, logistical supply facilities, the dispositon of nuclear
weapons and weapons of mass destruction and any manifestation of
great power military presence in the Indian Ocean conceived in the
context of great power rivalry". The resolution also called upon the
littoral and hinterland States, the permanent members of the security
Council, and major maritime users of the Indian Ocean, to enter into
consulta,tionsto consider ways and means to implement the declaration.
The resolution sought to ensure that "(1) warships and military
aircraft may not use the Indian Ocean for any threat or use of force
against...any littoral or hinterland state"; (2) "the right to free and
unimpeded use of the zone by the vessels of all nations is unaffected"; and (3) appropriate agreements were made to give effect to
the declaration through an international treaty.
It is interesting to note that when IOZOP resolution was being
considered by the General Assembly, five leading Southeast
countries issued a statement on November 27, 1971, known as the
ASEAN Declaration, where they pledged themselves to 'work for
making Southeast Asia a zone of p~ace, freedom, and neutrality, free
from any form or manner of interference by outside powers. 131
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But it may also be mentioned that while the General Assembly
was discussing the December 1971 resolution, the US Seventh Fleet
dispatched a powerful task force to the Bay of Bengal at the height of
Indo-Pak War. The US task force was shadowed by a Soviet
squadron. While the resolution was being adopted in the General
Assembly, \>oth the fleets were manoeuvring in the Indian Ocean.
These moves made the world body realize all the more the urgency
of keeping the area free from super power rivalries.
At the 27th U. N. General Assembly session in 1972, IOZOP
resolution was again passed with a stronger support from the AsianAfrican countries with 97 votes in favor, none against and 32 abstentions. Besides reiterating the previous resolution, it proposed the appointment of an Ad Hoc committee consisting of 15 members,132
"to study the implications of the proposal with special reference to practical measures that may be taken in furtherance of
objectives of the resolution, having due regard to the security
interests of the littoral. and hinterland States of the Indian
Ocean and the interests of any other State consistent with the
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations,
and to report to the General Assembly at its 28th session."
At the 28th session, another resolution on IOZOP was passed by
95 votes to none, with 35 abstentions,133 which also urged that the
work of the Ad Hoc Committee be continued. Further, the
Secretary-General was requested to prepare a factual statement of
the great powers' military presence in all· its aspects in the Indian
Ocean, with special reference to their naval deployments, conceived
in the context of great povler rivalry. In terms of the resolution, the
Secretary General appointed an Experts Committee l34 which submitted on May 3, 1974, "a factual statement of the great powers'
military presence in all its aspects in the Indian Ocean". The 22-page
report, with an appendix of 15 pages, included a map showing the
'bases' and other military installations belonging to the great powers.
As soon as the report came out there was a violent reaction. The
representatives of the great powers with naval presence in the region,
as well as Madagascar, North Yemen, Ethiopia, Somalia and Tanzania, among the littoral States, "protested, some of them in
vituperative terms", the latter countries denying "absolutely that they
had granted any military rights whatsover to one of the great
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powers".l35
The Secretary-General was forced to withdraw this report as "in
valid", and later a new revised 13-page report with a two-page appendix without a map was issued on July 5, 1974. But even this
version was rejected by several countries, including the Soviet Union
and some of the littoral States, in highly critical terms. l36
At the 29th session of the General Assembly, IOZOP resolution
was again adopted now by a massive majority of 103 votes to none,
with 26 abstentions. Besides appealing to the great powers to refrain
from increasing their military presence in the Indian Ocean, the
resolution asked the littoral and hinterland States to begin consultations with a view to convening a conference on the Indian Ocean
137
and requested the great powers to cooperate in this work.
In the meanwhile, the membership of the Ad Hoc Committee on
the Indian Ocean was expanded to include Bangladesh, Kenya and
Somalia,138 which, after a series of meetings to effectively prepare for
the conference, submitted itsJhird reportAfter consideration of this
report another resoluton [3468XXX] on Implementation of the Declaraton of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace was adopted on
December 11, 1975, by 106 votes to none, with 25 abstentions. However, the two super powers and other major maritime users declined
the invitation to attend the proposed conference on the Indian
Ocean. Yet another call to them was made.in 1976, which too
remained unresponded. 139
The declaration of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace was further reiterated in 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981 and the Ad Hoc
c:ommittee expanded to include 46 States by 1982 to consider ways
of implementing the declaration of the Indian Ocean as a zone of
peace. But the conference could not be convened because of sharp
differences of opinion in the Ad Hoc Committee as preparatory
committee for the conference. While a majority of delegations, including the non- aligned and the East European countries, favoured
the convention of the conference as soon as possible, the western
States insisted that unless there was sufficient harmonization of viyws
between States on Indian Ocean as a zone of peace and an improvement in the political and security climate in the area, it would not be
feasible to hold it. At the 1982 session of the Ad Hoc Committee the
littoral States of the Indian Ocean and the non-aligned nations suggested insulating the Indian Ocean and the littoral States from the
cold war and the great power rivalry. But a paper presented by the
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western powers emphasized the rights of States to be free from
military occupation, reiterated the right of individual and collective
self defense, and declared that the strengthening of peace and
security in the region depended upon the creation of a climate of
confidence and trust at a global and regionallevel. 140 Since there has
been no harmonization of views between the non-aligned nations and
the western countries, it has not been possible to convene a conference for the implementation of the General Assembly mandate.
However, now that the cold war is no longer so cold and chilly and
warm relations are developing between the United States and other
western countries on the one hand, and the Soviet Union, on the
other hand, the atmosphere seems to be getting congenial to hold the
conference and discuss the problems relating to peace in the Indian
Ocean.
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and allow some other powers within the group of littoral and
hinterland States to take the place of the super powers.,,145
The super powers were, of course, well aware of these feelings of
insecurity by small Indian Ocean States from their own neighbours
and. took full benefit of the local tensions and· rivalaries. 146 In 1975
Nepal formally suggested that it be declared a "zone of peace,,147
and got it endorsed by more than 80 countries. Pakistan also
presented a proposal in 1985 for nuclear-free zone in South Asia and
later even suggested an agreement among South Asian countries
notifying "one another on significant troop movements and to invite
observers when movements exceed an agreed threshold".148 These
proposal were strongly opposed by India.
lucreased Naval Rivalry and Freedom of the Seas

Small Littoral States Support Extra-regional Presence
Throughout the seventies, while tae Indian Ocean remained an
area of low priority for the super powers, some of the littonil States
felt tha("the super powers' presence was more of a stabilizing factor
in the region". To them "their security faced more serious threats
from their neighbours and other regional actors than from the extraregional powers".141 The Ad Hoc Committee of the Indian Ocean,
while it did much work on the organizational aspects of the conference, failed to adopt a strategy for the implementation of the
IOZOP which would be acceptable to all because of the differing
perceptions of the littoral States...about the sources of threat to their
security. Some of India's neighbours, for instance,'contested the view
that outside naval presence was directly related to regional instabilities. Indeed, they suggested that IOZOP idea itself was a "subtle move tC' secure withdrawal of outside presence" so that India
could "establish its own Monroe Doctririe" or perhaps "India
Doctrine".142 Rapid development of the Indian Navy, particularly its
blue water capabilities, was quoted by them in support of their argument,143 India's nuclear explosion in 1974, even if claimed to be for
peaceful purposes, further exacerbated the feelings of its neighbours.l44 In 1975, Amersinghe, Sri Lanka's delegate in the First
Committee of the UN, said:
"We do not want any great powers there. By the same token,
we do not intend that we should drive out Satan by Beelzebub

After 1970's, Iran-Iraq war in Persian Gulf and the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan gave even more reason to-the rival powers to increase their presence in the Indian Ocean for the protection of their
vital economic, political; and security interests and for keeping the
vital tr<;lde routes of the strategic ocean open. In the American perception, .the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan had magnified the
threat to surrounding States posed by land-based Soviet ground and
air forces. In early 1980, the US announced creation of Rapid
Deployment Force (RDF), a central reservoir of 110,000 to 150,000
service personnel based in the 'continental' USA ready for quick airlift to the Gulf and other world trouble spots. It also obta!ned a network of port and airbase facilities for effective and expeditious
deployment of its quick strike forces in Indian Ocean region through
an agreeemnt with littoral States acquiring right to send troops, warslllps and military aircraft through their waters and airspace. Diego
Garcia facilities were developed and upgraded into a permanent
mUlti-purpose logistic base by the United States. It was expanded to
include facilities for anchorage of a large number of ships, including
the largest aircraft carriers and nuclear submarines, an airfield complex for long-range reconnaissance aircraft, supply aircraft bombers,
and other. necessary support and logistic services. Not surprisingly,
the Soviet Union also beefed up its intervention capability in the
wake of enlarged US naval build up.149
It is interesting to note that both the super powers and other
maritime States relied On the "freedom of the seas" and the right of
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self-defence to justify their increasing presence in the Indian Ocean.
Thus, the US delegate, speaking in the First Committee of the UN
General Assembly on the proposed IOZOP, said that it might adversely affect the security interests of his country and its friends and allies in the Indian Ocean area.
"This (resolution) may affect the fundamental security interests
not only of States compelled to maintain significant military
preparedness but also of States that rely on the stability created
by a political and military balance.»
He also felt that the resolution was likely to pre-empt efforts to
create a new regime of the law of the sea inasmuch as it proposed a
set of rules for a particular area, thus setting a "dangerous precedent".' "We reject the view", he asserted, "that a group of States in a
certain reton can establish a legal regime for the high seas in that
region".15 At another meeting, the United States asserted that its exercise of its fundamental right of transit was in accordance with international law. Maintaining that removal of its forces and
dismantling of bases in the Indian Ocean would exacerbate the
danger of Soviet military presence to the detriment of regional
security, the United States said that its "naval presence.in the Indian
Ocean was in keeping with international law and had enhanced the
security climate in the region". The US' wondered if the littoral or
hinterland States would accept a so-called "system of universal
,security" and preclude their right to make appropriate arrangements
fOL their individual and collective self-defence, as stipulated in the
UN Charter.151
.
Interestingly, the attitude of the Soviet Union was not very different. As its representative said:
"The declaration of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace must
not lead to undermining or weakening existing generally recognised principles of international law; this measure must be carried out in full conformity with generally recognized principles
of internatiotiallaw on the freedom of the;:. high sea~ enshrined
in the Geneva Convention of 1958 on'the high seas." 52
In December 1980, the EEC spokesman (Luxembourg) in a joint
statement said that the UN Charter "gave away every country thli:
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right to individual and collective self-defence. The right should not
be curtailed by IOZOP." He also said that "there should. be no
restrictions on the freedom of the high seas". He believed that "the
threat to stability of the Indian Ocean does not derive principally
from any naval presence but rather from numerous conflicts producing tensions within the region.,,153
Local Divisions Encourage Outsiders
There was, of course, never any intention on the part of the Indian
Ocean littoral States or the United Nations to curb legitimate uses of
the freedom of the seas. Res.1832 on IOZOP clearly said so in clause
3(b) where it declared that "subject to...the norms and principles of
international law, the right to free and unimpeded use of the zone by
the vessels of all1l'ations (including warships) is unaffected". All that
the resolution sought to do was to curb the abuse of that freedom
which could never be supported on the basis of international law. It
sought to ensure that:
"WarsIiips and military aircraft may not use the. Indian Ocean
for threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or independence of any littoral or hinterland State of
the Indian Ocean in contravention of the purposes and principles ofthe Charter ofthe United Nations [Clause 3(a)]."
The fear was, of course, not unwarranted. Perceptions of security
-of th~ various I~dian Ocean littoral and ~terland States, as 'fie have
mentIoned earlier, among themselves differ. Some of the Ismaller
States of the area, feeling threatened by their bigger neighbours but
, refusing to be dominated by them, were quietly and informally asking
or inviting the outside powers to stay on. This not only gave
legitimacy to the big powers' claim to intervene in local affairs but
created further tensions between littoral States, and between them
and the outside powers. Under these conditions, the adoption of any
number Of resolutions declaring IOZOP was merely a fruitless exercise.
Today the problem is not one of forestalling the possible future
militarisation of the Indian Ocean waterspread and littoral, which is
what the Indian Ocean peace proposal sought to do. Indian Ocean
has already been militarised and now the problem is demilitarisation
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which is a much more difficult task to accomplish than fore-stalling
militarisation. l54 Not only has the United States established the
Central Command in the Indian Ocean region with its operational
jurisdiction extending over 19 littoral, and hinterland States but has
,access facilities in Bahram, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Somalia and
Kenya. The Soviet Union's extended naval activities have access to
facilities in.South Yemen, and Ethiopia. Even France has of late increased its military presence in ,the Indian Ocean. In order to provide
security to 100 Island Groups that constitute Seychelles it has stationed a large number of troops and warsliips in the area. 155 It is not,
therefore, surprising that many of the littoral nations are not very
keen on pursuing the peace zone proposal. It is suggested in fact that
the time for the Indian Ocean to be established as a zone of peace
has long since passed and it is now a waste of time to continue to discuss the, subject in the Indian Ocean Ad Hoc Committee or in the
UN. 156
.
History bears testimony to the fact, if such testimony is needed at
all, that the Asians suffered and were enslaved because of their own
differences and divisions wQich permitted even otherwise weak and
small European powers to defeat them one by one. If history is not to
be repeated, the' divisions and dissensions, old prejudices and new
tensions, between close but estranged neighbours in the Indian
Ocean will have to be overcome and replaced by feelings of togetherness and cooperation.
The organization of South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation or SAARC as it is popularly known, is a step, however
'
nascent, in this direction.
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CHAPTER V
FROM CONFRONTATION TO COOPERATION
Towards a Regional Organization
In any discussion on South Asia, the asymmetrical and disparate
relations between these countries - both political and' economic that we have mentioned earlier, are emphasised. It is also stressed
that South Asian countries are not only "multi-racial, multi-lingual
and multi-religious within their own respective' frontiers, they have
ethnic, religious and linguistic groups that transcend national fron7
tiers." "The tindet: of ethnic discontent and intrasigence poses the
single biggest threat to the stability and integrity of all countries of
South Asia", it is warned. 157 From cultural heterogeneity to
economic ills leading to political divisions, there are almost a
thousand reasons why South Asian countries cannQt form a regional
organization and cannot cooperate.:I,58 But undaunted by them all,
(late) President Ziaur Rahaman of Bangladesh not only became convinced in late 1970's that such a regiQnal body was possible, but felt
that such an organization for mutual cooperation was essential and
inter-regional disputes, however intractable, fOuid be brought under
manageable control through regional discussions and negotiations.
During his visits to Nepal, India, Pakistan, Bhutan,
and Sfi
Lanka be,
I
tween 1978-80, he not only elaborated the idea but was, encouraged
by the reaction of his hosts. He later sent personal letters and envoys
to the Heads of Government of all the six South Asian capitals emphasizing the need for such a forum for p~rjodic consultations on
matters ofmutual interest. He suggested a suriunit level meeting with
the aim to establish an institutional framework for regional cooperation. 159
In a Working Paper Bangladesh Government later,prepared on
"Regional Cooperation in South Asia", it said that while countries of
the region had coperated with one another both bilaterally and
regionally under the umbrella of such forums as the ESCAP, the
NAM, and the Commonwealth, "these efforts have not fully exploited the vast. potential of regional cooperation that exists and the
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consequential benefit that this will bring, collectively and individually, to the countries of this region." Referring to formation of regional
organizations in Western Europe and other parts of the world with
tremendous success, Bangladesh indicated economic, technical,
scientific, educational, social and cultural fields' as possible areas for
regional cooperation. Such cooperation, however, it was said, was
not "intended to take the form of any new bloc or alliance". Since the
South Asian countries were at different levels of development, the
working paper suggested that "any proposal for economic cooperation must consequently be formulated with the greatest care in order
to ensure that the weak are not exploited and the strong do not
dominate". The working paper stressed that "it is onlyby establishing
an institutional arrangement for consultation and coordination that
the people of South Asia constituting nearly one~fIfth of the world
population can playa role commensurate with their intrinsic global
importance". Among possible areas of. cooperation, it suggested
telecommunications, meteorology, transport, shipping, tourism,
agricultural research (rural sector), joint ventures, market promotion, selected commodities of common interests, .scientific, technological education, technical and cultural cooperation.1oo .
It is interesting to note that while Bangladesh's proposal to hold a
summit level meeting of the South Asian countries was immediately
accepted by Maldives, Bhutan, Nepal and' Sri Lanka, it met with
hesitant initial reception from the two major countries of the region,
viz. India ana Pakistan, The Government of India, in view of its relations with its smaller neighbours, was apprehensive about the formation of agr0up which could provide them an opportunity to "gang
up" against iit. Pakistrot, on the .other hand, was reluctant to participate in <j. forum in ,which India might be able to dominate its
smaller neighbpurs. Ne~ertheless, the reasoning of the proposal for
cooperation was so persuasive that the initial reluctance on the part
of these two countries gave way to a cautious and watchful accep.
.
16r
'
tance of the proposal.
.
Foreign Secretaries Provise Guiding Principles .
Pursuant to the Bangladesh proposal, the .first meeting of the
seven countries at the level of their foreign secretaries\vas held in
Colombo on April 21-23, 1981. The Colombo conference reflected
both caution and optimism. It finalized the fundamental framework
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within which regional cooperation was to be built up. Three guiding
principles were laid down for the future:
- Cooperation was to be on the basis of respect for the pri~
ciple .of soverign equality, territorial integrity, political independence, non-interference in intern~ affairs, and for mutual
benefit.
- It should not be a substitute for bilateral or multilateral
cooperation but complementary to it.
- It should notge inconsistent with bilateral and multilateral
obligations; all decisions at all levels were to be taken on the.
basis of unanimity and contentious bilateral issues should be
excluded.

The Colombo .meeting identified five areas for cooperation, appointed five study groups of experts, and nominated a coordinating
co~ntry for' each. These were Agriculture (Bangladesh), Rural
Development (Sri Lanka), Meteorology (India), and Health and.
population activity (Nepal).
Once the ball was set rolling, regional meetings of the seven
countries took place frequently and at regular intervals and at the
senior level of their foreign secretaries. They met in November 1981,
August 1982, March 1983, and July 1983. Then followed meetings at
working levels - between technical experts, administrators, policy
makers in various functional departments. Areas 0f cooper~tion
were identified, plans of work were drawn up, responsibilities were
allocated to various countries for piloting cooperation in the assigned
areas, and the discussions rolled smootWy in a time-frame from one
meeting and one level to the next.
It was then time to move on from the level of official and technical
experts to the political level, that of foreign ministers. When the
foreign ministers met in New Delhi on August 1 and 2, 1983, they formally launched the South Asia Regional Cooperation or what came
to be known and accepted under the acronym SARC. They signed a
Declaration spelling out its objectives and principles and laying down
a four tier organizational structure consisting of (1) the Foreign MinisteralBody; (2) the Standing Committee consisting of Foreign
Secretaries; (3) Action Committees; and (4) Technical or Expert
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Committees.162 The Foreign Secretaries continued to meet as the
Standing Committee of SARC twice in 1984 and in 1985 to review
the progress made in the implementation of an "Integrated
Programme of Action" which had been adopted.
The First Summit and the Birth of SAARC
The first summit held at Dhaka on December 7-8, 1985 was a historic gathering of the first ever meeting of the seven Heads ,of State
or Government of the South Asian region. They formally announced
the setting up of a regional organization under a new name, South
Asia Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), and adopoted
its Charter which was more or less based on the 1983 SARC Declaration. In addition to the nine areas of cooperation already identified, measures to eradicate international terrorism and drug
trafficking were also included for collective regional endeavors. The
Dhaka summit also accepted and approved the need for the establishment of a permanent secretariat and charged the foreign ministers to propose its location as well as organizational structure.
Second Summit
The Dhaka summit provided the regional leaders with a good opportunity to hold informal discussions on bilateral relations and
created a general atmosphere of cordiality between them. These
relations were further strengthened at the Second Summit in Bangalore on November 16 - 17, 1986. The leaders of SAARC, recalling
that their countries had been linked by "age-old cultural, social, and
historical traditions", felt that:
"these commonalities constituted solid foundations
for regional cooperation for addressing more
effectively the economic and social problems.,,1()3
It WdS agreed at the Bangalon: meeting to set up a Secretariat "to
coordinate and monitor the implementation of SAARC activities and
to serve the meetings of the association". Locat~d at Kathmandu and
headed by a Secretary-General appointed for a non-renewable twoyears tenure, the initial cost of setting up the Secretariat was to be
met by Nepal and the recurring expenses would be shared by mem164
ber-countries on the basis of an agreed formula.
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Besides the Secretary-General the Secretarist would have seven
directors of the rank of a counsellor from the seven member
countries. It may be mentioned that Ambassador Abul Ahsan of
Bangladesh was appointed as the first Secretary-General of SAARC,
and the Secretariat was formally inaugurated on January 16, 1987.
After the completion !If the two-year term of the first SecretaryGeneral, K. K. Bhargava, a seasoned Indian diplomat, was appointed
.
Secretary-General in 1989.165
Third Summit
At the Third Summit held in Kathmandu in November 1987, the
SAARC leaders stressed the importance of formUlating policies
within the "broad framework of a long-term perspective" and
decided to curtail the number of proposed activities from 147 to 133
in order to rationalize SAARC projects and programmes. But for the
first time SAARC members agreed to examine the possibility of including certain core areas within the scope of regional cooperation.
.Studies were; therefore, initiated to review the present status of
"intra-regional trade, joint ventures in agriculture, industry and energy", and national industrial J~olicies, to assess the potential benefits
of cooperation in these areas. 166
As the Kathmandu Summit was held iIi the wake of widespread
destruction caused by floods in Nepal, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka,
the SAARC leaders resolved to intensify regional cooperation "with
a view to strengthening their disaster management capabilities".
They also commissioned a study on the causes and consequepces of
natural disasters and the protection of and preservation of ihe environment.
An important cooperative step taken at Kathmandu was the signing of an agreement on a SAARC Food Security Reserve. Each
member country would deposit its allocated share of foodgrains and
each participating member was entitled to draw on foodstuffs in the
event ·of an emergency, which would have to be replaced once the
emergency was over. Initially, the reserve was set at 125,000 metric
tonnes, but it could be expanded if the need arose.
The Kathmandu Summit also accepted the Council of Ministers'
recommendation to negotiate and conclude a Regional Convention
on the Suppression of Terrorism for the prevention and elimination
of regional terrorism. The convention was subsequently ratified and
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came into force on August 22, 1988.

167

Islamabad Summit
The fourth summit meeting of the Heads of State and Government of South Asian countries, held in December 1988 at Islamabad,
was preceded by the standing committee of foreign secretaries and
council of foreign ministers to approve ne~ projects and programmes, ,and finalize the agenda of the summit. The 1~aders emphasized
at Islamabad the need for "result-oriented" programmes which
would provide tangiable benefits to the peoples of the region. With
the inclusion of education, the agreed areas of cooperation were expanded to twelve at the Islamabad meeting which reiterated the
desire of these countri~s to expand cooperation in the core economic
areas of trade, manufactures and services to meet the basic needs of
the South Asian peoples. The SAARC Secretary-General wliS
directed to convene a special meeting of the Group of Coordinators
to identify "specific areas" in which such cooperation could be
feasible immediately.l68
The SAARC leaders adopted a Pakistani proposal entitled
"SAARC 2000 - A Basic Needs,Perspective" for the development,of
vast human resources of South Asia within a "broad framework of a
long-term perspective". All member States were called upon to iden-',
tify' areas of "core interest" in the social sectors of their national ,
perspective plans and to "consolidate" ,these plans in a regional
scheme which would have "specific targets" to be met by thesear
2000 in such areas as fOQd, clothing, shelter" education, primary
health care, populat;on planning and environmental protection.
These 'plans were to, be executed at the national level 'but with
regional support. 169
The year 1989 was declared as the "SAARC Year for combatting
drug abllse and drug trafftcking", to control this growing menace.
Besides creation of greater public awareness about the hazards of
drugs abuse, the campaign would include the exchange of expertise
and intelligence information at the regional level combined with individual efforts by member States to introduce more effective laws
and programmes in this regard.
Supporting the cortclusion and adoption of the UN Convention on
the Rights of the Child in 1989, the SAARC leaders declared 1990 as
the "SAARC year of the Girl Child" and called for specific program-
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mes and activities (within the South Asian rwon to increase public
awareness of the problems for the girl child. 1
With a continuing emphasis on people to people contacts,. the' Islamabad summit supported the involvement of regional nongovernmental organizations and professional bodies in SAARC
activities. It was also decided to exempt Supreme Court judges and
members of national parliaments of SAARC countries from visas
while travelling within the region. The Council of Ministers' was
asked to identify other categories of persons who could be given this
~~~

.

On the issue of membership of SAARC, the Islamabad summit
decided to follow the Association's b~sic priticiple of unanimity. It
was decided that any country in the region, whether Burma or Afghanistan, could be admitted as a meniber of the Association only by
a "unanimous" decision of the Heads bf State or Government. l72
Fifth Summit at Male'
. The Islambabad summit had decided to hold the fifth summit in
Colombo in 1989. However, because of the tension between Sri
Lanka and India over the withdrawal of Indian Peace Keeping Force
(IPKF) in Sri Lanka, the latter refused to attend the SAARC meeting of the 'Foreign Ministers, scheduled on July 1, 1989, at Islamabad,which acts as a preparatory committee for the summit.
Since the SAARC has adopted the principle, "all members or no
meeting", the Foreign Ministers could not meet until November 8,
1989. But even at this meeting they could not schedule the summit
meetinft in view of the continuing tense' ethnic situation in Sri
Lanka 3 and the latter's insistance that it would not host SAARC
leaders while the Indian Peace Keeping Force remained on Sri
Lanka soil.174 The cycle of holding an annual summit meeting of
Heads of state and government was, therefore, broken in 1989.
The fifth summit wa,s eventually held at Male', capital of the Maldive Islands from November 21 to 23, 1990. In an effort to enhance
cooperation amongst themselves, the summit decided to immediately
initiate steps for launching joint ventures in the field of cottage industries and handicrafts to "set the stage for promoting collective
self-reliance in the region". The SAARC Secretary-General was
asked to set up an experts group to suggest the necessary modalities.
The summit accepted India's suggestion for giving due importance to

"1J
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biotJechnology for the "long-term food security of developing
countries and exchange expertise in genetic conservation and maintainance of germplasm banks." It welcomed India's offer of training
facilities. It was decided that SAARC should partiCipate in the establishment of a gene bank for the developing countries;
The SAARC Convention on Narcotic Drugs and on Psychotropic
Substances was signed by the foreign ministers of SAARC nations
and it was decided that early steps would be taken to ratify it.
The summit decided to launch the special sAAn.c travel document which would exempt its holders from visas for travel within the
region~ Apart from the Supreme Court judges and members of national parliaments, heads of academic institui()ns, their spouses and
dependent children would be entitled to visa free facility.
The summit emphasized the early completion of the studies on
trade, manufactures and servi4es; and endorsed a proposal to launch
a scheme for the promotion of organized tourism during the fIrst half
of 1991. 175

Continued Scepticism about SAARC

As we have mentioned earlier, a lot can be said and has been said
about the lack of cohesiveness or regionalism in South Asia. The
South Asian nations are said to be driven by deep political aJld
psychological strains, . which spill over into their diverse external
relationships. Their economies tend to be inward looking and inefficient. India's economy and technology dwarf the others combined. In
short, the political and economic environment for SAARC is said to
be much less favourable than was, for instance, the case of ASEAN
at the same stage. Politics and size diversities, it is stressed, are
stronge,r than the forces of commonality and psychological barriers
seem more powerful than economic rationality. The psychological
factor, the most divisive force of all, is the shared fear and distrust of
India. In no other regional organization in the Third World does one
member completely overshadow the rest. Moreover, India's "arrogant" attitude, its perception of itself as a colossu5, is said to reinforce doubts and apprenensions in its weaker and smaller neighbours
about the role of this "Big Brother".176
The scope of economic cooperation achieved so far by the South
Asian countries has been limited to a few relatively insignificant and
non-controversial areas. As Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto of Pakis-
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tan admitted at the Islamabad Summit in 1988: "We must reCognize
in frankness that the gap between the promise of SAARC and reality·
of its accomplishments remains large".176a Vital subjects like trade,
industry, transfer of technology, investment, and monetary cooperation, have not been included within the scope of SAARC activities
due to lack of unanimity. The development and expansion of intraregional trade and the inclusion of these core areas in regional
cooperation schemes are hampered by both economic and political
coittraints. The economies of these countries are not complementary
and there isa lot of competition,between them which hinders the expansion of intra-regional trade. Thus, as we have noted earlier, India
and Bangladesh compete to capture the same foreign markets for
their jute products, India and Sri Lanka compete for the export of
tea, and India and Pakistan in the fIeld of textiles.
Moreover, India's huge domestic market and developed industrial
.base provide its smaller regional partners limited opportunities to export manufactured goods to india. The smaller countries are mainly
exporters of primary goods to. India in return for Indian manufac~
tured ~oods resulting in a trading pattern largely benefIcial to the latter.1'7T
With the level of development of its industry, India can not only
produce most of the consumer and capital goods needed for its own
purposes but for export as well. India's neighbours, especially Pakistan, feel and are afraid that "the removal of all fr(j.de barriers in the
interest of regional cooperation could result in the small States becoming India's dependent trade. partners, selling ¥rimary commodities in exchange for Indian manufactured goods". 78 Convinced
that economic dependence can easily be translated into political de- .
penderice, smaller countries of South Asia, "jealous of their independence,
cannot
contemplate
such
relationship
with
equanimity".179 Pakistan has, therefore, always been opposed to the
inclusion of this sensitive area of trade·in the scope of SAARC activities. Although the Indo-Pakistan bilateral trade has continued to
be favourable to Pakistan, Pakistan has 'neither been keen on expanding its bilateral trade relations with India nor prepared to accept it as
part of SAARC programme.
Further, the heavy dependence of all the seven countries on the
developed world for aid, technology and assistance, it is pointed out,
determines the pattern and direction of the trade of the South Asian
region. Bangladesh, for instance, whi~h is dependent on foreign aid
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for 80 to 100 per cent of its development budget,has very little trade
with regional States comprising no more than 4 per cent of its imports and 7.5 per cent oUts exports. Similarly, Pakistan's foreign indebtedness and huge energy bill tie up its trade with the developed
and oil-exporting countries.ISO The same is true of Sri Lanka. Even
land-locked Nepal, which is so heavily dependent on India for i~s
trade and commerce, is trying to diversify its economic and trade
links with a number of countries, including China, the United States,
and Japan.
It must be said, however, that whatever the economic constraints,
it is political considerations whjch play the major role in preventing
South Asian regional cooperation from taking off t4e ground.
According to some analysts, it is doubtful if a regional organization can gather strength and momentum without a shared perception
of threat to the security of its member States. EEC prospered, it is
pointed out, partly because of a common external threat from the
Soviet Union. Even ASEAN gained momentum, it is said, because of
Soviet-supported actions by Vietnam against its neighbours~ In the
absence of any such external threat, in South Asia the perception of
threat to the .smaller countries is from their big nei~hbour. India's
relations with the SAARC members remain crucial. 81 It is one of
the dilemmas of South Asian politics that while India perceives
neighbours as being integral to its own security, the neighbours perceive Iridia as the threat against which security is, necessary.182
So fat, it is pointed out, "the unanimity of SAARC reflects more
an agreement on what not to di§cuss in order to keep the process
alive than an~ consensus on what actions to take in, order to make it
'successful".1 3 SAARC, it is suggested:
"is fast getting more and more divorced from those concerns of
its memb~rs that really matter, to them, and so long as· it
pretends· that these concerns can be made to, matter less by
ouilding up economic, trade, technical and other relationships,
it cannot hope to be more than a regional diplomatic sideshow.
SAARC, in brief, is ensuring its own irrelevance."I84
So long as South Asia remains politically volatile, it· is stressed,
SAARC can accomplish little of significance. By sweeping bilateral,
political- issues under the rug, SAARC, "now functions on the
premise that the cart ofnon-political bonhomie can be put before the
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horse of political harmony. But reality tells a different story" .185
Given the inherent problems and contradictions, no one can or
should expect SAARC to progress quickly. But serious observers
believe that unless some tangible results are visible soon, "it will be
difficult to sustain interest and monentum". In addition to such symbols as a Secretariat, regional. centres, and budgets, for instance,
SAARC needs to include trade promotion to give it substance. l86
Compact Geographic 'Region
It is submitted that n;lOst of the serious and coiicerned observers
of the South Asia scene are getting impatient and panicky tOQsoon at
its terribly slow progress which they knew fully well was oiily to be expected. Every one knew that given the political realities, it would not
be easy to overcome deeprooted differences and channelS of resent~
ment. But the bases of South Asian cOmmonality are geography and .,'
history. The Indian subcontinent forms a compact geographic region
enclosed by mountains in the north and seas on south; east and west,
and sharing a climatic zone whose powerful rivers inJhe ilorthcan
oiily be harnessed through intra-regional cooperation. For nearly a
century prior, to independence, the region was.essentially integra.ted
under the British administration. Culture,religion and language steJIl
·from COmmon roots arid spread across national boundaries. The
region, it has been noted, is "much more of a singleeco~system" in
which the South Asian nations can profitably partiCipate. There has
been so far an unfortunate oversight of the"shared heritage, values,
goals, and inSpirations which could be 'the source of enormous
, strength and potential for nation-building efforts, and motivations for
mutually beneficial cooperation.
The water and hydro-.electric resources available through harnessing of the Himalayan water system are likely to make South Asia selfsufficient in food and energy. But this can be undertaken oiily jointly
. by countries such as India, Bangladesn, Nepal, Bhutan and Pakistan.
They will not oiily help meet critical shortages of irrigation water and
pollution-free energy, but can also control the scourge of recurring
floods in the deltic reigon. This itself constitutes sufficient rationale
for regional cooperation amongst South Asian countries. The
development of the giarit river basins of the Ganges, Brahmaputra
and Indus under the cooperative framework of SAARC, according
to experts, is a· key to. bring about an agriculture revolution in South
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Asia. The hydel power obtained thereof will be an added bonus to
meet the energy shortages.187 Only Nepal's hydel-power potential of
some 83 million Kw is said to be equivalent to the combined installed
hydro-electric capacity of the United States, Canada and Mexico. 1SS
Comparing ASEAN with South Asia, Pran Chopra, an Indian
scholar, points out,
"There is no economic linkage or leveller between the ASEAN
countries whi,ch has comparable potency. There is nothing that
any ASEAN country cal\ get or withhold from other ASEAN
countries, or develop for the benefit.of all ASEAN countries,
which would affect their lives as can the granting or withholding of river rights by one South Asian country to abother.,,189
South Asia, it is suggested, is a "made for each-other region, more
so than Southeast Asia or the Gulf'.190 The vast power potential of
the area can help create a vast infra-structure for industrial development. :Besides untapped hydro-electric resources of the region, particularly of Nepal, existing and potential energy resources include
Indian coal .and 'Pakistani and Bangladeshi. natural gas resources
which can be utilized for the benefit of all these countries. SAARC
should, therefore, focus on ways and means of adopting a· regional
approach for the development and expansion of existing and potential energy resources. .
'
A carefully planned irrigation .canal'system can augument agricul,tural development in the whole north-eastern belt of thesub-continent. Joint development of inter-river basins can not only increase
the supply of power, but also improve the existing irrigation system,
river navigation, fishery and forestry, present water-logging and
salinity and improve the quality of life of the people in general. 191 It
is important to note that the need and advisability of joint exploitation of water resources in. the region have been realized and emphasized not onl~ by Nepal and Bangladesh but by India and
Pakistan as well.1 2 India has already agreed to' hold joint talkS with
Bangladesh and Nepal in tripartite negotiations; on Ganges which it
was earlier very reluctant to do. 193
Similarly, it is beginning to be realized that core areas,including
trade, cannot be excluded from SAARC activities for too long. At
the Bangalore summit, Sri Lankan President Junius Jayewardane
stressed that "we will have to expand our activities and enter into im-
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portant areas like trade and cooperation". The King of Bhutan also
called. for joint economic ventures. Both India and Nepal supported
194
these proposals.
At the Council of Ministers' session before the
Kathmandu summit, India, Bangaldesh, Bhutan and Sri Lanka emphasized the need for inclusion of key economic areas. into the
sphere of regional cooperation. India's External Affairs minister,
Natwar Singh, stressed that "without exercising our cooperation in
these areas, our complementarities can never be fully utilized; the
comparative advantages of the respective member-States cannot be
adequately harnessed to the common good and, in the ultimate
,analysis the region itself cannot be sustained and nourished.,,195 The
Council. of Ministers indeed 'decided to examine the possibilities of
exploiting the potential of regional cooperation in trade and industry
and directed the Group of Planners to conduct studies on such issues
as trade promotion and exaniine th~ financial implications of ex-panding trade tieS' between SAARC States at the regional level.196
However, unlike other SAARC members, Pakistani leaders continued to be sceptical about the inclusion of trade in SAARC
acitivities because of their morbid fear that such a course would lead
to greater dependence o.n India arid a feeling that while others would
produce raw materials, Indian manufactured goods would flood the
regional markets. It is interesting to note that numerous
knowledgable Pakistani economists and .scholars are critical of
Pakistan's official stand and exaggerated fear of India's economic
dominance.. They believe, on the other hand, that diversity in
economic activities and different levels of industrial development
would "minimize competition and maximize complementarities".
They also assert that "unless SAARC's scope is broadened to include trade and industry and unless it provides for regional development on the basis of complementraities, the organization cannot
make much headway" since all "other sUb{ects are trivial compared
with these priorities and not even feasible". 97
At the Islamabad Summit in December 1988, India and the five
smaller States of South Asia once again strongly supported the expansion of SAARC activities to include the core economic areas of
trade, industry, manufactures, and finance. President Jayewardene of
Sri Lanka emphasized that if regional cooperation was to be meaningful, "we must now address ourselves to the feasiability of cooperation" in these vital areas. Bhutan's King, Wangchuck, deplored the
fact that SAARC had "yet totake concrete steps towards promoting
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economic cooperation".198 To allay Pakistan's fears of economic
dominance by India, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi stated i'hat "India
has no hesitancy in declaring. ; . that it is fully conscious of its special
responsibilities. We will not seek to secure any unfair advantage at
the expense of its partners",l99 he assured Pakistan. Eariler, India's
Foreign Minister, Natwar Singh, suggested that if Pakistan was
".nervous about being swam~ed, identify trade areas, impose restric.
hons, but let's start at least". 00
For the ftrst time Pakistan's ,response, though cautious, was positive. Pakistan's Prime Minister, Benazir Bhutto, referring to various
l~vels of development of SAARC States and their apprehensions lest
their industries or economies be undermined by regional cooperation, at the same time expressed her desire to strengthen bilateral
trade with India which had increased from 40 trade items to more
than 240. She also expressed a hope that the study being carried in
the ar~as of trade, manufactures, and services would "lend itself to
enhanced economic exchanges" and would "lead to harmonization of
our economic efforts toward the socio-economic progress of our
peoples".201
Along with efforts to remove obstacles in, the way to greater, more
tangible cooperation, it is suggested that SAARC States should
promote cooperative regional schemes in less controversial, even if
limited, core areas like transfer of technology in communications or
computer, sciences, and increase their bilateral trade promoting complementarities in regional economics.
The theory underlying SAARC concept is that political will at the
top, combined with achievement of practical beneftts from economic
cooperation, will serve to lessen misturst and build, conftdence: Indeed, it is felt that by adopting an approach of by-passing conflictual
and outstanding political- security issues and other divergencies,
and cooperating for shared objectives of social and' economic
development it may be possible to generate the political will for an
advanced degree of regionalism. As the late Prime Minister of India,
Mrs. Indira Gandhi, said: "We had our political differences in the
past and have even now, but economic cooperation will give a strong
impetus to closer friendship and greater stability inSouth Asia.',202
Through it~ gradual and step-by-step approach, SAARC can
adopt effective and institutionalized arrangements to fully utilize the
existing human and natural resources of the region. thus, it is suggested that schemes can and should be initiated whereby the larger
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South Asian States, India and Pakistan, may put trained educationist,
scientists, technologists and other expert personnel at the disposal of
t4eir less advantaged partners. Such exchanges will not only help
promote SAARC's objectives of people-to-people contacts but will
also help accelerate the pace of regional development. Moreover,
regional media can be used to greater effect to increase the flow of
ideas and information amongst the member States helping both in
the sharing of regional expertise and knowledge and in the removal
of existing suspicions and prejudices. SAARC is viewed in some
circles as a speciftc case of positive functionalism in regional
cooperationin so far as the motivations are not negative, such as external threat perception, but positive, such as promotion of common
economic, social and cultural goals. 203
The positive approach of SAARC is also reflected, it is pointed
out, in its charter which seeks to keep the bilateral and.contentious
issues beyond the purview of its deliberatious,z04 Further, SAARC
was never intended to intrude on any existing bilateral and multilateral relations of the member States, nor was it envisaged to be a
substitute for existing cooperation between or amongst the countries
of the region in other forums. SAARC was only expected to "supplement and reinforce existing relations at both bilateral and multilateral levels".205
The Indian Ocean, a major part of the joint South Asian eco-system,can become a dynamic component in a programme of joint endeavour in the region. With vast extensions of, their maritime
jurisdictions, and given the technology and resources already available, they can exploit the tremendous untapped resources of the
ocean. Joint programs will be needed for ocean issues, such as the
marine environment, ftsheries, marine minerals and shipping. Immediately they can come together and join hand~ to keep outsiders out
of their waters, 'Yho are taking undue beneftt of their di'{isions. The
navies of all the maritime States of South Asia, viz India, Pakistan,
Bangladish, and Sri Lanka can act together without much difftculty
simply because they have a common parentage, they know each
other's procedures and they know each other's methods of operations.
Bumpy Road to Cooperation
So far the South Asian States have taken only a few hesitant steps
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of 'COoperation in some non-controversial areas avoiding the more
controversial bilateral and political issues. Even here the road has
not been entirely smooth but bumpy. Sometimes the organization
seems to be loosing balance because of the political pot-holes which
appear rather suddenly. But it has not only survived these teething
troubles, but become a bit strong and gained more confidence.
There is little doubt that SAARC is playing; although indirectly,
an important role in crisis management and in promoting regional
peace by defusion~of bilateral tensions. By providing a rather informal venue where South Asian leaders can meet on a regular basis to
discuss and solve bilateral or even trilateral differences and disputes,
it reduces the chances of conflict and helps in greater understanding
at both bilateral and regional levels. Although bilateral and contentious issues are formally excluded from SAARC forum, bilateral disputes are always discussed in SAARC meetings at' an informal level
leading many a time to formal agreements amongst member States.
Thus, Indo-Bangladesh disputes on various issues such as 'Chakm2
insurgency, Tin Bigha dispute, water-sharitig and Farakka, were all
discussed in informal meetings at various summits and steps taken to
reach a solution: Indo-Sri Lanka differences, or Indo-Nepal disputes
have been subjects of informal discussions. Meetings between Pakistan and Indian Heads of Government have helped in reducing tensions and reaching agreements on, for instance, prohibition of
attacks on each other's nuclear installations, a cultural cooperation
llgreement, and an accord on the avoidance of double taxation., Not
all disputes have been settled between these countries. It was neither
'expected nor possible to solve' them all under any forum. But
SAARC has certainly provided an excellent opportunity and a means,
to discuss various issues between them and at least attempts have
been made to fmd their solutions under its auspices. Thus, various
political and volatile issues, like Indian accusations of Pakistani involvement in the Sikh agitation, or Pakistan's nuclear programme,
Indo-Nepal differences, or Indo-Sri Lanka disputes, have all been
discussed in a forum meant primarily to promote cooperation in
specifically agreed upon, "non-controversial", non-political,
economic and cultural fields. This is no mean achievement although
achievements of SAARc are not otherwise substantial. This is accepted by SAARC leaders themselves. Thus, India's Prime Minister,
Rajiv Gandhi, admitted at the Bangalore Summit that "the SAARe
Summit has become an important fIXture in our calendar for bilateral
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discussions and an, exchange of views" outside the conference
206
premises.
Similarly, Prime Minister Bhutto ofPakistan pointed
out at Islamabad Summit that formal and lnfo!mal discussions between the summit heads "will be crucial in, building bridges and in
creatinlij a better climate of mutual' understanding among our nations". 7 There is no doubt that the South Asian states have,a long
way to go yet. But as the old proverb goes; the longest journey starts
With the first step.
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Appendix-A

DECLARATION OF THE INDIAN OCEAN AS A ZONE
OF PEACE
General Assembly Resolution 2832 (XXVI)
The General Assembly,

APPENDICES

Conscious of the determination of the peoples of the littoral and
hinterland States of the Indian Ocean to preserve their independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity, and to resolve their
political, economic and social problems under conditions of peace
and tranquillity,

Recalling the Declaration of the Third Conference of Heads of
State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held at Lusaka from
8 to 10 September 1970, calling upon all States to consider and
respect the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace from which great Power
rivalries and competition as well as bases conceived in the context of
such rivalries and competition should be excluded, and declaring
that the area should also belree of nuclear weapons,
Convinced of the desirability of ensuring the maintenance of such
conditions in the Indian Ocean area by means other than military alliances, as such alliances entail fmancial and other obligations that
call for the diversion of the limited 'resources of the States of the area
from the more compelling and productive task of economic and social reconstruction and could further involve them in the rivalries of
power blocs in a manner prejudicial to their independence and
freedom of action, thereby increasing international tensions,
Concerned at recent developments that portend the extension of
the arms race into the Indian Ocean area, thereby posing a serious
threat to the maintenance of such conditions in the area,
Convinced that the establishment of a zone of peace in the Indian
Ocean would contribute towards arresting such developments, relaxing international tensions and strengthening international peace and
security,
Convinced further that the establishment of a zone of peace in an
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extensive geographical area in one region could have a beneficial influence on the establishment of permanent universal peace based on
equal rights and justice for all, in accordance with the purposes and
principles of the Charter of the United Nations,
1. Solemnly dec/ares that the Indian Ocean, within limits to be
determined, together with the air space above and the ocean' floor
subjacent thereto, is hereby designated for all time as a zone of
peace;

2. Calls upon the great Powers, in conformity with this Declaration, to enter into immediate consultations with the littoral States of
the Indian Ocean with a view to:
(a) Halting the further escalation and expansion of their military
presence in the Indian Ocean;
(b) Eliminating from the Indian Ocean all bases, military installations and logistical supply facilities, the disposition of nuclear
weapons and weapons of mass destruction and any manifestation of great Power military presence in the Indian Ocean conceived in the context of great Power rivalry;
3. Calls upon the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian
Ocean, the permanent members of the Security Council and other
major. maritime uset~,()f the Indian Ocean, in pursuit of the objective
of establishing a system of universal collective security without
military alliances and' strengthening international security through
regional and other co-operation, to enter into consultations with a
view to the implementatio~ of this Declaration and such action as
may be necessary to ensure that:

(a) Warships and military aircraft may not use theIndian Ocean
for any threat or use offorce against the sovereignty, territorial
integrity and independence of any littoral or hinterland State of
the Indian Ocean in contravention of the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations;
(b) Subject to the foregoing and to the norms and principles of internationallaw, the right to free and unimpeded use of the zone
by the vessels of all nations is unaffected;
(c) Appropriate arrangements are made to give effect to any international agreement that may ultimately be reached for the
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maintenance of theindian Ocean as a zone of peace;
4. Requests the Secretary-General ~o report to the General As-

sembly at its twenty-seventh session on the progress that has been
made with regard to the implementation of this Declaration;

...5. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its twent}
seventh· session an item entitled "Declaration .of the Indian Ocean as
a zone of peace".
2022nd plenary meeting,
16 December 1971.
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REPORT OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON THE
INDIAN 0CEAN
General Assembly Forty-Fifth Session 1990
I. INTRODUCTION

1. By its resolution 44/120 of 15 December 1989, the General Assembly, after tak~ note of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on
the Indian Ocean,1 reaffIrmed full support for the achievement of the
objectives of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a· Zone of
Peace; reiterated and emphasized its decision to convene the Conference on the Indian Oceari at Colombo, as a necessary step for the
implementation of the Declaration of the Indian ocean as a Zone of
Peace, adopted in 1971; renewed the mandate of the Ad Hoc Committee as defined in the relevant resolutions, and requested the Committee to intensify its work with regard to the implementation of its
mandate; noted with satisfaction that, in the implementation of the
mandate of theAd Hoc Committee, including· the preparatory work
for the convening of the Conference, as called for in the relevant
resolutions recommended by the Committee and adopted by the
General Assembly by consensus, considerable progress had been
made by the Working Group of the Ad Hoc Committee in its meetings during the sessions of the Committee in 1989 and that the Chairman of the Working Group had submitted his. report to the Ad Hoc
Committee; urged the Ad Hoc Committee to intensify its discussions
on substantive issues and principles, including those identified by the
Chairman of the Working Group in his report dated 12 July 1989,
with the aim of elaborating elements that might be taken into consideration during the subsequent preparation of a draft final document of the Conference; requested the Ad Hoc Committee to hold
, two preparatory sessions during the fIrst half of 1990, the first with a
duration of one week and the second with a duration of two weeks,
for completion of the remaining preparatory work relating to the
1. Officilll Records of the General Assembly, Forty-fourth Session, Supplement
No. 29 (N44/29).
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Conference on the Indian Ocean to enable the convening of the Conference at Colombo in 1991 in consultation with the host country; re-·
quested the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee to continue his
consultations on the participation in the work of the Committee by
States Members of the United Nations which were not members of
the Committee, with the aim of resolving the matter at the earliest
possible date; also requested the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee to consult the Secretary-General at the appropriate time on the
establishment of a. secretariat for the Conference; requested the Ad
Hoc Committee to submit to the General Assembly at its forty-fifth
session a full report on the implementation of the resolution; and requested the Secretary-General to continue to render all necessary assistance to the Ad Hoc Committee,' including the provision of
summary records, in recognition of its preparatory function.
2. Pursuant to resolution 44/120, the Ad Hoc Committee held two
sessions, a first session from 16 to 21 April (See A/AC.159/SR.364367) and a second session from 2 to 13 July 1990 (A/AC.159/SR.368383), at United Nations Headquarters in New York. The Committee
held 20 formal meetings as well as a number of informal meetings
during 1990.
3. On 6.ApriI1990, the Permanent Representatives of France, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the
United States of America to the United Nations addressed letters to
the Secretary-General (A/45/213, A/45/215 and A/45/214, respectively) and informed him that their Governments, as of that date, were
withdrawing from theAd Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean. They
also sent letters to the Chairman of theAd Hoc Committee informing
him of their withdrawal from the Committee (A/AC.159/L.100,
A/AC.159/L.99 and A/AC.159/L.101, respectively). The SecretaryGeneral, in his note dated 21 May 1990, communicated to the Ad
Hoc Committee on the Indian ocean a note dated 19 May from the
Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Yemen Arab Republic and the
People'sDemocratic Republic of Yemen regarding the reunification
on 22 May 1990 into a single sovereign State called the "Republic of
Yemen". Accordingly, the seat of the People's Democratic Republic
of Yemen is no longer in the Ad Hoc Committee. The Ad Hoc Committee is, therefore, now composed of the following 45 Member
States:
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Australia
Netherlands
Bangladesh
Norway
Bulgaria
Oman
Canada
Pakistan
China
Panama
Djibouti
Poland
Egypt
Romania
Ethiopia
Seychelles
German Democratic Republic. Singapore
Germany, Federal Republiq of Somalia
Greece
Sri Lanka
India
Sudan
Indonesia
Thailand
Iran (Islamic Republic of).
Uganda
Iraq
Union of Soviet Socialist
Italy
Republics
Japan
United Arab Emirates
Kenya
United Republic of
Liberia
Tanzania
Madagascar
Yemen
Malaysia
Yugoslavia
Maldives
Zambia
Mauritius
Zimbabwe
Mozambique
In accordance with paragraph 2 of resolution 34/80 B of 11
December 1979, Sweden continued to attend the meetings of the Ad
Hoc Committee as an observer
4. The elected officers of the Ad Hoc Committee were th~follow

·ng:
Chainnan: Mr Daya Perera (Sri Lanka)
Vice-chainnen: Ms. Jill Courtney (Australia)
Mr. WilhelmGrundmann
(German Democratic Republic)
Mr. Isslamet Poernomo (Indonesia)
Mr. Pedro Comissario Afonso (Mozlj.mbique)
Rapporteur.
Mr Noel Rakotondramboa (Madagascar)
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II. WORK OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE
A. Agenda of the Ad Hoc Committee

The following agenda, for the year 1990 (AlAC.1S9/L.98), was
adopted by the Ad Hoc Committee at its 364th meeting, on 16 April
1990:
1. Opening of the session.
2. Election of the Rapporteur.
3. Adoption of the.agenda.
4. Organization of work.
5. Implementation of General Assembly resolution 44/120:
(a) 'Work on the substantive and organizational issues related to
the Conference on the Indian Ocean in accordance with paragraphs 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 of resolution 44/120;
(b) Report oftheAd Hoc Committee to the General Assembly at
its forty-fifth session on the implementation of resolution
44/120.
6. Other matters.
6.F!¥~thermore, it was agreed. that the' following text concerning
the org~i~tion of work adopted in earlier years would continue to
applyirr'th~:cburse oflheAd Hoc Committee's work during 1990:

"It has been decided that the Ad Hoc Committee, in recognition' of its preparatory functions, will meet in formaland ·informal sessions, as it considers appropriate, to complete the organizational and substantive preparatory work relating to the
Conference on the Indian Ocean. In doing so; adequate time
will be given to both organizational and substantive issues, including the provisional agenda for the Conference, rules of
procedure, participation, stages of the Conference, level of
representation, documentation, consideration of appropriate
arrangements for any international agreements that .may ultimately be reached for the maintenance of the Indian Ocean
as a zone of peace and preparation of the draft final document
of the Conference.
"For the consideration Qf substantive issues, the Committee
will take into account, inter alia, the political and security
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climate in the region and characteristics of the zone as given in
documents placed before the Commiaee or discussed during
the session. The Committee will also give consideration to all
other documents before it.
"It has been decided further that the open-ended Working
Group will continue to meet during the scheduled sessions of
the Committee with a mandate to identify, expand and
facilitate agreement on substantive issues relating to the establishment of a zone of peace with a view to, interalia, recommending the Ad Hoc Committee elements that might be taken
into consideration during the subsequent preparation of a draft
final document of the United Nations Conference on the Indian Ocean. Meetings of the Committee and the open-ended
Working Group will not take place concurrently."

B. Preparatory work for the convening of the Conference on the Indian Ocean.

7. During four formal meetings, from 16 to 20 April (364-367th
meetings), and one open-ended informal meeting of the Bureau, the
Ad Hoc Committee considered the programme of work.
8. At its 367th meeting, on 20 April, the Ad Hoc Committee
decided that the members of the Committee should submit to the
Chairman of the Committee duri!J,g the interim period their views on
the programme of work.
9.0n 3 July, replies from States members of the Ad Hoc Committee to the letter dated 10 May 1990 from the Chairman in pursuance
of the decision taken by the Ad Hoc Committee at its 367th meeting
were circulated as document AlAe. 159/L.103.
10. During 16 formal meetings, from 2 to 13 July (368th-383rd
meetings), the Committee undertook the consideration of item 5 of
its agenda in accordance with the agreement concerning the organization of work.
11. Between its 370th and its 382nd meetings, from 5 to 13 July,
the COmmittee considered a draft framework of the provisional
agenda and draft provisional rules of procedure of the United Nations Conference on the Indian Ocean (AlAe. 159/L.60,
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AIAC.159/L.61, AIAe.159/L.74 and AIAC.159/L.89).
12. At its 381st meeting, on 12 July, the Committee considered the
report of the Chairman of the Working Group of the Ad Hoc Committee, presented at its 356th meeting, on 12 July 1989
(AlAe.159/L.93, annex), and decided to continue its consideration of
the report at future meetings by, inter alia, inviting further comments
or views by member States to be addressed to the Chairman of the
Ad Hoc Committee. '
13. At its 382nd meeting, on 13 July, the Committee further considered a draft framewOl:k of the provisional agenda for the United
Nations Conference on the Indian Ocean (AlAC.159/L.60) and
adopted a provisional agenda for the Conference (AlAe.159/L.I06).
14. The provisional agenda for the United Nation$ Conference on
the Indian Ocean reads as follows:
1. Opening of the Conference by the representative of Sri Lanka.
2. Minute of silent prayer or meditation.
3, Statement by the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
4. Election of the President.
5. Adoption of the agenda.
6. Adoption of the rules of procedure.
7. <;redentials of the representatives to the Conference:
'(a) Appointment of the members of the Credentials Committee;
(b) Report of the Credentials Committee.
8. Election of the other officers.
9. Organization of work.
10. Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian ocean in its
capacity as Preparatory Committee for the Conference.
11. General debate.
12. Review of the situation in the Indian Ocean area in the context
of the implementation of the Declaration of the Indian ocean
as a Zone of Peace and the achievement of its objectives.
13. Consideration of principal elements of the Indian Ocean as a
zone of peace as contained in the Declaration of the Indian
Ocean as a Zone of Peace in General Assembly resolution
2832 (XXVI) of 16 December 1971 and as considered at the
meeting of the Littoral and Hinterland States of the Indian
ocean of July 1979 as well as the subsequent meetings of theAd
Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean taking into account all its
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relevant work.
14. Modalities and programme of action for finalizing an international agreement and adoption of other practical measures for
the maintenance of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace.
15. Adoption of the report of the Conference.
C. Introduction and adoption of the report of theAd Hoc Committee
to the General Assembly at its forty-fifth session
15. At its 376th meeting, on 10 July, the Rapporteur of theAd Hoc
Committee introduced the draft report of the Committee
(NAC159/L.104).
16. At its 378th, 379th and 383rd meetings, on 11 and 13 July, the
Ad Hoc Committee considered the draft report.
17. At its 382nd meeting, on 13 July, the Ad Hoc Committee considered a draft resolution (A/AC159!L.105, annex) introduced by
the representative of Sri Lanka, on behalf of the States members of
the Ad Hoc Committee that are members of the Movement of NonAligned Countries and decided to annex it to the present report as a
basis for further consideration.
III. CONCLUSION
18. At its 383rd meeting, theAd Hoc Committee adopted its draft
report NAC159/L.104), as orally amended.
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ANNEX
Draft resolution submitted by Sri Lanka on behalf of the States
members oftheAd Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean that are
members of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries*
The General Assembly,
Recalling the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace,
contained in its resolution 2832 (XXVI) of 16 December 1971, and
recalling also its resolutions 2992 (XXVII) of 15 December 1972,
3080 (XXVIII) of 6 December 1973, 3259 A (XXIX) of 9 December
1974, 3468 (XXX) of 11 December 1975, 31/88 of 14 December
1976,32/86 of 12 December 1977, S-1O/2 of 30 June 1978,33/68 of 14
December 1978, 34/80 A and B of 11 December 1979, 35/150 of 12
December 1980, 36/90 of 9 December 1981, 37/96 of 13 December
1982, 38/185 of 20 December 1983, 39/149 of 17 December 1984,
40/153 of 16 December 1985,41/87 of 4 December 1986,42/43 of 30
November 1987, 43/79 of 7 December 1988,44/120 of 15 December
1989 and other relevant resolutions.
Reaffin1li~lg that the establishment of zones of peace in various
regions of the world under appropriate conditions, to be clearly
defined l,Uld determined freely by the States concerned in the zone,
taking into account the characteristics of the zone and the principles
of the Charter of the United Nations, and in conformity with interna"
tional law, . can contribute to strengthening the security of States
within sucr zones a'nd to international peace and security as a whole,
.

,.\

Repll/ling also the report of the Meeting of the Littoral and
Hinterland States of the Indian Ocean,a
Noting that the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean commemorated the tenth annivel sary of the Meeting of the Littoral and
Hinterland States of the Indian ocean, which took place on 13 July
1979, during its preparatory session in July 1989,b
Recalling further paragraph 22 of the document on international
•
a
b

Previously issued under the symbol NAC.159/L.105.
Official Records of thc Gcneral Asscmb~\', Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 45
and corrigendum (A/34/45 and Corr. 1).
NAC.l59/SR.357; see also Official Records of the GentTal Assembly, Forty-j<Jurth
Session, SupplemcllI No. 29 (N44/29), chap. II, sect. C.
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security and disarmament iIi the final documents of the Ninth Con~
ference of Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries,
held at Belgrade from 4 to 7 September 1989,c
Reaffinning its conviction that concrete action for the achievement
of the objectives of the Declaration of the Indian ocean as a Zone of
Peace would be a substantial contribution to the strengthening of international peace and security, as well as to the independence,
sovereignty, territorial integrity and peaceful development of the
States of the region,
Convinced that agreement on such action should be facilitated by
encouraging developments in international relations that could have
beneficial effects on the region,
Also convinced that the continued military presence of the great
Powers in the Indian ocean area, conceived, in the context of their
confrontation, gives urgency to the need to take practical steps for
the early achievement of the objectives of the Declaration,
Considering that the creation of the zone of peace requires cooperation and agreement among theStates of the region to ensure
conditions of peace and security within the area, as envisaged in the
Declaration,
Noting with appreciation the offer made by the Government ofSri
Lanka to host the Conferynce on the Indian Ocean 'at Colombo, in
1992,
Regretting the decision of some members to withdraw from' the Ad

foe Committee, and expressing the hope that they would reconsider
their position,
1. Takes note of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the In· ocean;d
dian
2. Reaffinlls full support for the achievement of the objectives of
the Declaration ofthe Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace;
3. Reiterates and emphasizes its decision to convene the Conference on the Indian Ocean at Colombo, as a necessary step for the
impleme?tation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of
c,See N44/551-S/Z0870,annex, p. 24.
d. Official Records of the General Assembly, Forty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 29 '
(N45/29).
'
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Peace, adopted in 1971;
4. Renews the mandate of the Ad Hoc Committee as defined in the
relevant resolutions, and requests the Committee to intensify its work
with regard to the implementation of its mandate;
5. Notes with satisfaction that in the implementation of the mandate of the Ad Hoc Committee, including the preparatory work for
the convening of the Conference, as called fot in the relevant resolutions recommended by the Committee and adopted by the General
Assembly by consensus, significant progress has been made in the
preparatory work, in particular in the preparation of the draft agenda and the draft rules of procedure of the Conference;
6. Also notes with satisfaction that the Working Group of the Ad
Hoc Committee has made considerable progress in identifying substantive elements at the 1989 session of the Committeee and urges
the Ad Hoc Committee to intensify its discussions on substantive issues and principles, with the aim of elaborating elements that might
be taken into consideration during the subsequent preparation of a
draft final document of the Conf~rence; ,
7. Requests the AdHoc Committee to hold two preparatory sessions during 1991 the first with a duration of one week and the
second with a duration of two weeks, for completion of the remaining
preparatory work relating to the Conference on the Indian Ocean to
enable the convening of the Conference at Colombo in 1992 in consultation with the host country;

8. Requests the Chairman of theAd Hoc Committee to continue his
consultations on the participation in the work of the Committee by
States Members of the United Nations which are not members of the
Committee, with the aim of resolving this matter at the earliest possible
date;
9. Requests the Ad Hoc Committee to submit to the General Assembly at its forty-sixth session a full report on the implementation of
the present resolution;

10. Requests the Secretary-General to continue to render all necessary assistance to the Ad Hoc Committee, including the provision of,
summary records, in recognition of its preparatory functions.
e NAC/.159/L.93, annex.
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CHARTER OF THE SOUTH ASIAN ASSOCIATION
FOR REGIONAL COOPERATION
We, the Heads of State or Government of BANGLADESH,
BHUTAN, INDIA, MALDIVES, NEPAL, PAKISTAN and SRI
LANKA:

1. Desirous of promoting peace, stability, amity and progress in the
region through strict adherence to the principles of the UNITED
NATIONS CHARTER and NON-ALIGNMENT, particularly
respect for the principles of sovereign equality, territorial integrity,
national independence, non-use of force and non-interference in the
internal affairs of other States and peaceful settlement of all disputes;
2. Conscious that in an increasingly interdependent world, the objectives of peace,freedom, social justice and economic prosperity are
best achieved in the SOUTH ASIAN region by fostering mutual understanding, good neighbourly relations and meaningful cooperation
among the Member States which are bound by ties of history and culture;
3. Aware of the common problems, interests and aspirations of the
peoples of SOUTH ASIA and the need for joint action and enhanced cooperation within their respective political and e<:onomic
systems and cultural traditions;
4. Convinced that regional cooperation among the countries of
SOUTH ASIA is mutually beneficial, desirable and necessary for
promoting the welfare and improving the quality of life of the
peoples of the region;
5. Convinced further that economic, social and technical cooperation among the countries of SOUTH ASIA would contribute significantly to national and collective self-reliance;
6. Recognising that increased cooperation, contacts and exchanges
among the countries of the region will contribute to the promotion of
friendship and understanding among their peoples;
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7. Recalling the DECLARATION SIGNED by their Foreign Ministers in NEW DELHI on August 2, 1983 and noting the progress
achieved in regional cooperation;
8. Reafjinning their determination to promote such cooperation
within ail institutional framework;
Do Hereby
AGREE to establish an organisation to be known as SOUTH
ASIAN ASSOCIATION FOR REGIONAL COOPERATION
bereinafter referred to as the ASSOCIATION, with the following
objectives, principles, institutional and fmancial arrangements:
ARTICLE 1
Objective~

1. The objectives of the ASSOCIATION shall be:
(a)to promote the welfare of the peoples of SOUTH ASIA and
to improve their quality of life;
(b)to accelerate economic growth, sodal progress and cultural
development in the region and to provide all individuals the
opportunity to live in dignity and to realise their full potentials;
(c)to promote and strengthen collective self-reliance among the
countries of SOUTH ASIA;
(d)to contribute to mutual trust, understanding and appreciation
of one another's problems;
(e)to promote active collaboration and mutual assistance in the
economic, social,cultural, technical and scientific fields;
(g)to strengthen cooperation among themselves in international
forums on matters of common interests; and
(h)to cooperate with international and regional organisations
with similar aims and purposes.
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AR'(ICLE II
PrilJciples

have the following functions:
(a)overall monitoring and coordination of programme of
cooperation;

1. Cooperation within the frame work of the ASSOCIATION
shall be based on respeCt for the principles of sovereign equality, territorial integrity, political independence, non-interference in the internal affairs of other States and mutual benefit.

(b)approval of projects and programmes, and the modalities of
their fmancing;
(c)determination of inter-sectoral priorities;

2. Such cooperation shall not be a substitute for bilateral and multilateral obligations.

(d)mobilisation of regional and external resources;
(e)identification of new areas of cooperation based on appropriate studies.

ARTICLE III
Meeting of The Heads of State or Government
1. The Heads of State or Government shall meet once a year or
more often as and when considered necessary by the Member States.
ARTICLE IV
Council of Ministers
A Council of Ministers consisting of the Foreign Ministers of the
Member States shall be established with the following functions;
(a)formulation of the policies of the ASSOCIATION;
(b)review of the progress of cooperation under the ASSOCIATION;
(c)decision on new areas ofcooperation;
(d)establishment of additionalmechanism under the ASSOCIATION as deemed necessary;
(e)decision on other matters of general interest to the ASSOCIATION.
2. The Council of Ministers shall meet twice" a year. Extraordinary
session of the Council may be held by agreement among the Member
States.
ARTICLE V
Standing Committee
The Standing Committee comprising the Foreign Secretaries shall
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2. The'Standing Committee shall meet as often as deemed neces-

sary.
3. The Standing Committee shall submit periodic reports to the
Council of Ministers and make reference to it as and when necessary
for decisions on policy matters.
ARTICLE VI
Technical Committees
Technical Committees comprising representatives of Member
States shall be responsible for the..implementation, coordination and
monitoring of the programmes in their respective areas of cooperation.
2. They shall have the following terms and reference:

(a)determination of the potential and the scope of regional
cooperation in agreed areas;
(b)formulation of programmes and preparation of projects;
(c)determination of financial implications of sectoral program"mes;
(d)formulation of recommendations regarding apportionment
of costs;
(e)implementation and coordination of sectoral programmes;
(f)monitoring of progress in implementation.
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The Technical Committees shall submit periodic reports to the
Standing Committee.

ARTICLE X
General Provisions

4. The Chairmanship of the Technical' Committees shall normally
rotate among Member States in alphabetical order every two years.

1. Decisions at all levels shall be taken on the basis of unanimity.

5. The Technical Committees may, inter~alia, Use the following
mechanisms and modalities, if and when considered necessary:

2. Bilateral and contentious issues shall be excluded from the
deliberations.
IN FAITH WHEREOF We Have Set Out Hands And Seals

(a)meetings of heads of national technical agencies;

Hereunto.

(b)meetings of experts in specific fields;

DONE IN DHAKA,BANGLADESH, On This The Eighth
Day of December OfThe Year One Thousand Nine Hundred
Eighty Five.

(c)contact amongst recognised centres of excellence in the
regIOn.
ARTICLE VII
Action Committees

1. The Standing Committee may set up Action Committees comprising Member States concerned with implementation of projects
involving more than two but not all Member States.
ARTICLE VIII
Secretariat
There shall be a Secretariat of the ASSOCIATION.
ARTICLE IX
Financial Arrangements

1. The contribution of each Member State towards financing of
the activities of the ASSOCIATION shall be voluntary.
2. Each Technical Committee shall make recomnlendations for
the apportionment of costs of implementing theprogt'ammes
proposed by it.
3. In case sufficient financial resources cannot be mobilised within
the region for funding activities of the ASSOCIATION;-' external
fmancing from appropriate sources' may be mobilised' with the ap·
proval of or by the Standing Committee.

Hussain Muhanimad Ershad
PRESIDENT OF THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF
BANGLADESH
Jigme Singye Wangchuck
KING OF BHUTAN
Rajiv Gandhi
PRIME MINISTER OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA
Maumoon Abdul Gayoom
PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALDIVES
Birendra Bir Bikram Shah Dev
KING OF NEPAL
Mohammad Zia-ul-Haq
PRESIDENT OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN
Junius Richard J ayewardene
PRESIDENT OF DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST
REPUBLIC OF SRI LANKA
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DHAKA DECLARATION
The Dhaka Declaration of the Heads of State or
GoveI1l}llent of the Member States of South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation
Issued on 8 December 1985
The President of Bangladesh, the King of Bhutan, the Prime Mini~
ster of India, the President of Maldives, the King of Nepal, the President of Pakistan and the President of Sri Lanka met in Dhaka on 7
and 8 December 1985.
The Heads of State or Government underscored the historic significance of their frrst ever South Asian'Summit meeting. They considered itto be a tangible manifestation of their deter~ation to
cooperate regionally, to work 'together towards' finding solutions
towards their common problems in a spirit of friendship, trust and
mutual understanding and to the creation of an order based on
mutual respect, equality and shared benefits.
They recognised that periodic meetings at their level wer~ central
to the promotion of mutual trust, confidence and cooperation among.
their countries.
.
The Heads of State or Government reaffrrmed that their fundamental goal was to accelerate the process' of eConomic and social
development in their respective countries through the optimum
utilization of their human and material. resources, so as to promote
the welfare and prosperity. of their peoples and to improve their
quality of life. They were conscious that peace and security was an
essential prerequisite for the re~ization ofthis objective.
The leaders of the South Asian countries reaffrrmed their,commitment to the UN Charter and t~~ principles governing sovereign
equality of States, peaceful settlement of disputes, non-interference
in internal affairs and non-use or threat of use of force againsqhe
territorial integrity and political independence of their States. They
reiterated that the' United Nations constituted the most important
forum for the resolution of ~ll issues affecting international peace
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and security.
They also reaffirmed their deep, conviction .in the coiltinuing
validity and relevance of the objectives of the ,l'Jon-aligned movement
as an important forp~ in internatipnal relations.
The ,Heads of State or Government acknowledged that the
countries ofSouth Asia, who constituted one-fifth of humanity were
faced with the formidable challenges posed by poverty, underdevelopment, low levels of production, unemployment and pressure
of popUlation compounded by exploitation of the past and other adverse legacies~ They felt that, bound as their countries were by many
common values rooted in their social, ethnic, tUltural and historical
traditions, regional cooperation provided a logical response to these
problems. They were· conscious of therr individual and regional
stre~their potential as a. huge market, their substantial human
and'natural resources and the complementarities of their economies.
Tpey were· confident·that' with effective regional cooperation, they
coUld make optimum·.useof,these capacities for the benefit of their
peoples, accelerate the pace of their economic development and enhance their national and collective self-reliance. They were convinced that their C()untries,' which had made important contributions
to the enrichment of human ciVilization, coUld together play their
due role in international relations and influence decisions which affected them.
The Heads of State or Government emphasised that strengthening of regional cooperation. in South Asia required greater involvement .of their peoples. They agreed to' increase interaction and
further promote people-to-people contact at various levels among
their countries. To this end, they decided to take steps to create
awareness and public opinion in the region.
The Heads of State or Goveriunentwelcomed the progress al·,1
ready made in the implementation of the Integrated Programme of
Action iIi the nine mutualiy agreed areas. They expressed their desire
to consolidate and further expand cooperative efforts within an appropriate. institutional' framework in a spirit of partnership and
equality.
The leaders were convinced that they could effectively pursue
their individual and collective objectives and improve the quality of
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life of their peoples only in an atmosp~ere of peace and security. In
this context, they expressed concern at the deteriorating international political situation. They were alarmed at the unprecedented escalation of arms race particularly in its nuclear aspect. They
recognized that mankind today was confronted with the threat of self
extinction arising from a massive accumulation of the most destructive weapons ever produced. The arms race intensified international
tension and violated.the principles of the UN Charter. The leaders
called upon the nuclear weapons-states for urgent negotiations for a
comprehensive Test Ban Treaty leading to the complete cessation of
testing, production and deployment of nuclear weapons. In this connection, it welcomed the recent meeting between President Reagan
and General Secretary Gorbachev in Geneva and expressed the hope
that the meeting would have· a positive effect on international peace
and security.
The Heads of State or Government expressed deep concern at the
continuing crisis in the global economy. They underscored that
deteriorating economic and social conditions and seriously retarded
development prospects in South Asia and other developing
colintries. Sharply falling commodity prices, deterioration in the
terms of trade, intensification of protectionist measures, spiralling
debt burden and a decline in the flow of external resources, especially concessional assistance, had caused a serious setback to the
economic· development of the developing countries. These had been
compounded by natural disasters and precarious worid food security
situation affecting developing countries. They also expressed concern
over the diminishing capacity of international fmancial and technical
institutions to respond effectively to the needs of the disadvantaged
and poorer countries and regretted that the spirit of multilateral
cooperation had begun to falter and weaken. This was particularly
disturbing in the face of increased interdependence of developed
and developing countries and the fact that economic revival of North
was closely linked to economic progress in South. They believed that
developments during the past decades had clearly demonstrated the
structural imbalances and inequities inherent in the existing international economic system and its inadequacy to deal with problems of
development.
They strongly urged that determined efforts should be made by
the international community towards realization of the goals and tar-
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. gets of the International Development Strategy as well as the Substantial New Programme of Action for the Least Developed
Countries. They called for urgent· resumptiun of the North-South
dialogue and early convening of an International Conference on
Money and Finance for Developtpent with universal participation.
The Heads of State and Government were conscious of the historic importance of the Dhaka Summit and reiterated their conviction that the launching of the South Asia Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC), which they had established at this meeting,
would place regional cooperation on a frrmfoundation, play an important role in accelerating the pace of economic and social development of their countries, promote the objectives of individual and
collective self-reliance and further the cause of peace, progress and
stability in their region and the world.
The Heads of the State or GovernQlent of Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka were deeply appreciative of the
exemplary Chairmanship of their meeting by the President of
Bangladesh. They expressed their profound gratitude for the warm
and gracious.· hospitality extended to them by the· Government and
the People of Bangladesh and for the excellent arrangements made
for the meeting
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BANGALORE DECLARATION
The Bangalore Declaration of the Heads of State or
. Government of the Member Countries of the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation
Issued on i7 November 1986
The President of Bangladesh, the King of Bhutan, the Prime Minist\:;r of India, the President of Maldives, the King of Nepal, the Prime
Minister of Pakistan and the President of Sri Lanka assembled at the
Second SAARC Summit in BangaIore on 16 and 17 November 1986..
The Heads of State or Government reiterated their desire of
promoting peace, stability, amity and progress in the region through
strict adherence to the principles of the United Nations Charter and
Non-alignment, particularly respect for the principles of sovereign
equality, territorial integrity, national independence, non-use of force
and non-interference in the internal affairs of other State~'and
peaceful settlement of disputes.
The Heads of State or Government reaffirmed the will of their
peoples and Governments to work together in accordance with the
SAARC Charter to devise common policies and approaches for finding common solutions to the shared problems that all of them face.
They stressed that mutual trust, goodwill and understanding must
animate their cooperative effort underSAARC.· Progress and
prosperity in each country would rebound to the benefit of others.
This was what constituted the SAARC spirit. .
The leaders reaffirmed that the principal goal of SAARC was to
.promote the welfare of the peoples of South Asia, to improve their
quality of life, to accelerate economic growth, social programmes
and cultural development in the region and· to provide all individuals
the opportunity to live in dignity and to realize their full potential..
The Heads of State or Government recalle$l that the countries of
South Asia had been linked by age-old cultural, social and historical
.traditions. These had led to enriching interaction of ideas,' values,
culture and philosophies. These commonalities constituted solid
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foundations for regional cooperation for addressing more effectively _
the economic and social problems.
The Heads of State or Government recalled that the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation was the most populous
regional grouping in the world. The countries of the region had large,
rich and varied human and natural resources. They expressed their
determination to achieve the optimum utilization of these resources
by intensifying their cooperation, bearing in mind the immense
present and potential complementarities among their economies.
They recognized that this would require ,increasing exchange among
their countries, on the basis of mutual benefit, of ideas, experience
and technology as well as goods and services, which utilize and enhance the productive capacity of each of their countries and build
their collective self-reliance. They were convinced that the countries
of South Asia which had been the cradle of human civilization and
culture would, acting together cooperatively and cohesively, once
again play their due role in the comity of nations.
The Heads of State or Government reiterated the great importance of the increasing involvement of the people for ensuring the
success of regional cooperation. Th~y emphasized the need for
promoting greater contacts among the peoples of the region through
such action as regular and frequt:nt interchange of scholars,
academics, artists, authors, professionals and businessmen as well as
facilitation of tourism.
The Heads of State or Government noted with satisfaction that
considerable progress -had been achieved in the implementation of
SAARC Integrated Programme of Action. They expressed their firm
commitment to consolidate and streamline further the implementation of the IPA. They agreed that a progressive movement towards
more concrete and action-oriented projects and programmes was essential to ensure more tangible benefits from SAARC to the peoples
of the region. The Heads of State or Government emphasized the
importance of expanding cooperative endeavours under SAARC.
They welcomed the establishment of the Technical Committees on
Women in Development, ang on the Prevention of Drug Trafficking
and Drug Abuse.
The Heads of State or Government welcomed the signing of the
.Memorandum of Understanding on the establishment of the
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SAARC Secretariat by the Council of Ministers and their decision to
locate the Secretariat in Kathmandu and appoint Ambassador Abul .
Ahsan of Bangladesh as the ftrst Secretary General of SAARC. They
were convinced that the establishment of the Secretariat would assist .
in the co-ordination of SAARC activities and more fruitful implementation of its programmes and .projects.
The Heads of State or Government recognized that the meeting ()f
the needs of all children was the principal means of human resources
development. Children should therefore be given the highest priority
in national development planning. The Heads of State or Government underlined the importance of enhancing public consciousness
and building a national political com~ensus on the rights of the
children. In this context they called for an early conclusion and acioption of the UN Convention on the Rights of. the Child. They subscribed to the goals of universal immunization by 1990, universal
primary.education, maternal and child nutrition, provision of safe
drinking water and adequate shelter before 2000. They also believed
that it should be possible to ensure at the end of the century, that no
child need die or be denied development, for reasons of material
poverty in the family. They directed the Standing Committee ~o undertake annual reviews of the situation of children in the SAARC
countries, monitoring of programmes and exchange of experience.
The Heads of State or Government agreed that cooperation
among SAARC States was vitai if terrorism was to be prevented and
eliminated from the region. They unequivocally condemned all acts, .
methods and practices of terrQrism as criminal and deplored their
impact on life and property, socio-economic development, political
stability, regional and international peace and cooperation. They
recognized the importance of the principles laid down in UN
Resolution 2625 which among others required that each State should
refram from organizing, instigating, assisting or' participating in acts
of civil strife or terrorist acts in another State or acquiescing in organized activities within its territory directed towards the commission of such acts.
The Heads of State or Government expres$ed their concern at the
crisis facing the United Nations system. They reiteratedJheir deep
commitment to the purposes and principles of the United Nations
Charter and their support for ~d faith in the United Nations as the
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most important international forum for addressing issues of peace,
disarmament and development and an essential instrument for bringing about justice and equity in international political and economic
relations. They resolved to concert their efforts in all multilateral
fora within the United Nations system to preserve and strengthen the
Organization and to prevent erosion of its role;. functions and principles.

The Heads of State or Government reiterated their deep commitment to the principles and objectives of the Non-aligned Movement
and unde~lined' the historic role the Movement had been playing in
strengthening international peace, promoting development, establishing equitable and just economic relations and strengthening international cooperation in all ftelds. The success of the Harare Summit
of the non-aligned countries was yet another demonstration of the
strength and unity of the Movement and the increasing respect that it
had come to command in the international community. They afftrmffd full support for the decisions adopted at the Summit and
called for their early implementation.
The leaders of the South Asian countries were convinced that an
environment of peace, securi,ty and respect for international law was
essential for their growth and stability. Unfortunately, this environment had become increasingly adverse for the pursuit of their
cherished goals. The international political scene was marred by
strife and tension due to Great Power policies and practices of
domination and interve,ntion as well as the increased resort to the
threat or use of force, aggression, occupation, pressure; economic
coercion and interference in flagrant violation of the principles and
purposes of the Charter of the United Nations. The arms race, particularly the nuclear arms race, had escalated to a point where it
jeopardizes the most fundamental of all human rights-the right to
live.
The Heads of State or Government noted with deep disappointment that the promise held out by the Reykjavik Summit could not
be realized. They, however, noted with satisfaction 'that the proposals
made at the Summit were still on the table. They expressed the
earnest hope that the negotiations would be resumed without delay
so that a decisive step could be taken towards realizing the ultimate
goal of eliminating nuclear weapons altogether. The Heads of State
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or Government called for the early conclusion of a comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty.
The Heads.of State or Government were deeply concerned that
the world economy continued to be in the throes of crisis, with particularly harsh and severe· consequences for the economies and
development prospects and aspirations of the developing countries.
They endorsed the declaration of the SAARC Ministerial Meeting
on International Economic Issues held in Islamab,ad and its analysis
of the exceptionally adverse external economic environment which
retards the development of the South Asian and other developing
countries. These negative factors include: depressed commodity
prices, rising protectionism, global recession, lower export earnings,
net outflow of fmancial resources. from developing countries and an
aggravated debt crisis.
1'he Heads of State or Government noted that the rates of growth
in the developed countries had turned out to be much lower than
what was earlier projected and that the projection for future growth
in these countries were not at all encouraging. They expressed their
concern at the implications of these trends for the development
prospects of the developing countries. They welcomed the recent
recognition by the developed countries that the chronic problems of
massive payment imbalances, high interest rates, unstable exchange
rates and high unemployment are structural in nature. In view of
global interdependence, the coordination of marco-economic
policies, contemplated at the Tokyo Summit of the seven major industrialized countries, cannot be effective in achieving sustained
global economic growth unless it encompasses the developing
countries.
The leaders urged that the recent retreat from multilateralism
should be urgently reversed through a r_evival of the North-South
dialogue which is responsive to the changed circumstances in the
world economy. This must include a process of reform of monetary
and financial system through an International Conference on Money
and Finance for Development, and urgent measures for preserving
and strengthening the multilateral trading system. In the search for
revived global growth, priority must be accorded to exploiting the
vast potential for expanded production, consumption and trade
which exists in the developing countries. In all these endeavours, high
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priority should be accorded to· supporting the development of the
least developed countries, in particular, through the {ull andeffe~tive
implementation of the Substantial New Programme ofAction for the
Least Developed Countries for the 1980s.
The Heads 01 State or Government noted with satisfaction that at
the SAARC Ministerial Meeting on International Economic Issues a
number of priority .()bjectives of the SAARC countries have been
identified. These include:· enlarged. concessional assistance, the doubling in three years' ()f the financial flows for the development of
developing countries, amelioration of official debts, trade liberalization, especially in textiles and agriculture. commodity price stabilization, transfer of technology and special treatment for least developed
SAARC countries. The Heads of State or Government agreed that
the SMRC members should closely and regularly consult and
cooperate in relevant international economic· conferences and institu~ions in·order to promote the above mentioned objectives. They
recognized that an important opportunity in this context wouid be
provided by UNCTAD VII.
The Heads of State or Government were of the view that the
forthcoming New Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations posed a
challenge for their countries as well as an opportunity to accelerate
their development through the expansion oftheir exports. They underlined the importance of the effective implementation with immediate effect and continuing until the formal completion of the
negoti'ations, of the commitment· to obse'rve a stand-still on protectionist measures and to roll these back under multilateral surVeillance. They also expected that the principles of transparency and
differential and more favourable treatment for the developing
countrIes would be applied systematically and in concrete terms in
the negotiations. They· decided to concert their positions in these
negotiations with a view to deriving maximum benefits froni them in
accordance ~th their national objectives and priorities.
The Heads of State or Government expressed their conviction
that the Bangalore Summit had helped in consolidating the gains of
regional co-operation activities so far undertaken by SAARC while,
at the same time, exploring new avenues and possibilities for such cooperation. The Bangalore Summit had made a significant contribution to strengthening and streamlinirig the inStitutional basis for such
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cooperation.
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The Heads of State or Government reiterated their determination"
and will to expand and strengthen their cooperation under SAARC.
They underlined their belief that SAARC reflected a resurgence of
the SouthAsian consciousness which had inspired the peoples of this
region over several millenia. The leaders expressed their' deep conviction that South Asian regional cooperation would not only have a
salutary effect on bilateral relations between the countries of the
region, but also impart strength and stability to these relations.

KATHMANDU DECLARATION
.The Kathmandu Declaration of the Heads of State or
Government of the member countries of the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation
Issued on November 4, 1987
1. The President of Bangladesh, the King of Bhutan, the Prime
Minister of India, the President of Maldives, the King of Nepal, the
Prrnie Minister of Pakistan and the Presic!ent of Sri Lanka assembled
(or the Third Summit of the South Asian Association for' Regional
Cooperation (SAARC) in Kathmandu 2-4 November, 1987.

The Heads of State.or Government of Bangladesh; Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka were deeply appreciative of the
exemplary manner in which the Prime Minister of India. discharged
his responsibilities as Chairman of the Meeting. They expressed their
profound gratitude for the warm and gracious hospitality extended to
them by the Government and people of India and for the excellent
arrangements made for the Meeting.

2. The Heads of State or Government recalled with pleasure the
launching of SAARC whicli.m~ked the beginning of a new era of
regional cooperation for' the .promotion of peace and progress,.
mutual trust and goodwill in South Asia· and underlined the importance
annual meetings at their leve~ as a prime mover, in consolidating and accelerating the peace and process of overall social,
eCo~omic and cultural development· of the SAARC Charter. They
reiterated their desire 'of promoting peace, ,stability, amity and
progress in the region through~strict adherence to the principles of
the United Nations Charter and Non-ali~ent, particul;rr.ly respect
for the principles of sovereign equality, territorial integrity, national
independence, non-use of force, and non-interference in the internal
affairs of other States and peaceful settlement of disputes.
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3. The Heads of State or government emphasized that a fundamental goal of SAARC was to promote the welfare of the peoples
of South Asia and to provide them with the opportunity to live in dignity and realise their full potential. They were conscious of the formidable tasks ahead of eradicating poverty, hunger, disease, illiteracy
and unemploymeQ.t and alleviation of environmental degradation
facing South Asia 'today. They were convinced that· the peoples and
geverDffients of South Asia could, acting in unison, surmount these
, challenges.
.
4. The Heads ,of State or Government expressed their, faith in and
commitmeJ;lt to the principles and purposes enshrined in the United

il;~':
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Nations Charter. They further believed that the United Nations has
an important role to play in promoting universal trust, understanding
and concerted actions for the attainment of lasting peace, global
development and general disarmament. They reiterated their concern at the crisis facing the United Nations. They expressed their
commitment to the multilateral negotiating process and called upon
all States to help strengthen the UNSystem. they reaffirmed their
belief that SAARC will reinforce this process by promoting South
Asian cooperation.
5. The Heads of State or GoVernment also reaffirmed their deep
commitment to the principles and objectives of the Non-aligned
Movement. They underscored the validity of its philosophy and the
historic role the Movement had been playing and continues to play in
strengthening world peace, and harmony as well as in promoting .
development with justice and equity. They also noted that institutionalization and strengthening of regional cooperation in 'South
Asia had further nurtured the spirit of South-South cooperation on
the basis of mutual respect, equity and common' benefit. They expressed satisfaction over the result of the Ministerial Conference on
Non-aligned Countries held in Pyongyang in June 1987 and urged the
Non-aligned and other developing countries to take action to implement effectively the Pyongyang Declaration ·and Plan of Action on
South-South Cooperation.
6. The Heads of State or Government recognised that the external
environment bad a critical bearing on the development of the
economies of the South Asian RegL.>n. They noted with deep concern
that growth in the world economy had 115ltln slowed down with adverse consequences for South Asia and other developing countries,
especially for the least developed and laadlocked countries. They observed that equitable participation of the developing countries in international trading and economic systems and in arrangements for
the coordination of global macro-economic policies was essential for
enhancing prospects and performance of the world economy.
7. The SOllth Asian leaders noted that the world economy had.
long suffered from a structural disequilibrium. The pace' of global
economic expansion had further slowed down. The downward trend
in commodity prices had continued. The net export earnings had fallen aggravating payment imbalances in developing countries. The
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terms of' trade had further deteriorated with enormous losses to
developing countries. At the same time, the diriIinishing fmancial
flows to developing countries remained unchanged with contraction
in new lendings and growing burden of debt servicing. In fact there
had been a reverse flow of resources from developing to developed
countries. The trade conflicts haq also sharpened with the rise of
protectionism thus further weakening the international trading system and eroding the principle of special and differential treatment in
favour of developing countries.
8. The Heads of State or Government reiterated the urgent need
for resumption of North-South Dialogue with a view to promoting
coordinated actions by developed and developing countries to chan.nel trade surpluses for development, revive growth in flagging
economies, overcome debt difficulties, expand ,export aCcess to the
developing countries and stabilise coIIijllodity prices, regulate capital
flows and exchange rates more closely, and provide emergency relief
and assistance to the poorest'countries. They called for an early convening of the International Conference on Money and Finance for
Development. They also stressed the need 'for preserving and
liberalizing the multilateral trading system with renewed efforts both
within and outside the GATT Urpguay Round of Multilateral Trade
Negotiations. They also underscored the importance of the
developed countries fully respecting the commitments made in Punta
del Este on "stdlldstill and rollback" and called for the early.and effective implementation of this commitment. The Heads of State or
Government also reviewed the outcome of UNCTAD VII. They
hoped that UNCTAD would play an increasingly effective role 'in
promoting harmonious and equitable international economic relations.
. 9. The Heads of State or Government reaffirmed the need for
, special measures in favour of the least developed countries in order
to strengthen their resource capabilities and structural transformation and urged the international community, in the light of recent
decisions at UNCTAD VII, to speed-up tangite assistance including
increased'resource flows to these countries within the framework of
the Substantial New Programme of Action (SNPA) for the Least
Developed Countries for 1980s.
10. The Heads of State or Government expressed concern at the
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study for the protection and preservation of the environment and to
the causes and consequences of natural disasters in a well-planned
comprehensive framework. 'they entrust~ the Secretary-General
with this task.'

deteriorating international political environment which was due to
great power policies and practices of domination and intervention as
well as the increased resort to threat or use of force, aggression, occupation, pressure, econorillc coercion and interference in violation
of the principles and purposes of the Charter of the United Nations.
These destabilising measures were creating a climate detrimental to
the polici~s of peace, goodwill, stability, prosperity and respect for
each other. .

.14. The Heads of State or Government reaf6rlned their conviction
that the .J;'egion being most populous in the world and having age-old
socio-culturallinks, rich arid varied human and natural resources, offered inimense scope andpotentlal for regional cooperation and that
the growing interaction among its people had .added stimulus
towlU"ds this end. They reiterated their determination to pursue their
individual and collective efforts for the optimal utilisation of the vast
human and untapped natural and other material resources.

11; The Heads 'of State or Government believed that the escalation in military expenditure wa;s a major constraint on world development In this regard they noted that the UN Conference on
DiSarmament and Development had clearly established a link between disarmament and development and had provided a valuable
framework for future action in this Vital area.

15. The Heads of State or Government reviewed with satisfaction
th(f progress made so far in the implementation of the SAARC Integrated Progranune of Action and emphasised the need to further
consolidate and streamline the process. They were conscious of the
need to exercise greater disCl'~tion in the selection of activities in different sectors. They too~ note of the criteria and-procedures relating
to administrative structuring and financing c;>f regional institutions
~ndorsed by the SAARC Council of Ministers. They directed that
the establishment of such regional institutions should proceed only
after taking into account their viability and benefits to the member
countries with.due consideration to economy and efficiency.

12. They welcomed the understanding reached between the
United States and the Soviet Union on Intermediate Nuclear Forces.
This should be a precursor of further accords between th(fm to
reduce drastically their strategic nuclear missiles and to refrain 'from
extending the arms. race to Outer Space. They called for the early
conclusion in the Geneva Conference on Disarmament of a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and a Convention to Ban Cqemical
Weapons. They declared their intention to continue their efforts to
contribute to the realisation. The declared their resolve to support
every effort to· conclude a treaty prohibiting vertical and horizontal
.proliferation of nuclear weapons.

16. The Heads of State or Government expressed satisfaction at
the launching of the SAARC Audio Visual Exchange programme
coinciding with the opening of the Third SAARC Summit it Kathmandu. While taking note of the dates for the institution of the
SAAR.C Chairs, Fellowships/and Scholarships and the commencement of Organised Tourism among SAARC member countries, they
directed that the schemes for the SAARC Documentation Centre
and the SAARC Youth Volunteer Programme be implemented at
the earliest.

13. The Heads of State oJ;' Government expressed their.deep concern at· the fast and continuing degradation of the environment,·including extensive destruction of forest, in the South Asian region.
They also noted that South Asia was afflicted with sllch natural disasters as floods, droughts, landslides, cyclones, tidal waves which
have had a. particularly severe impact recently, causing immense
human suffering. At the same time they expressed concern over the
danger posed by the global sea level rise and its effects' on South
Asian countries. These natural disasters and tIie degradation of the
environment were severely undermining the development process
and prospects of the member countries. They, therefore, decided to
intensify regional cooperation with a view to strengthening their disaster management capabilities. They also decided· to commission a

17. The Heads of State or Government noted with satisfaction the
signing of the Agreement establishing a South Asian Food Security
Re~erve and expressed confidence 'that this will provide a muchneeded cushion against food shortages and scarcity situations in the
region.
.~
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18. The Heads of State or Government expressed happiness at the
signing of the SAARC Regional Convention on Suppression of Terrorism and considered it a historic step towards the prevention and
elimination of terrorism from the region. In this regard, they also
reiterated their unequivocal condemnation of all acts, methods and
practices of terrorism as Criminal and,expressed their abhorrence of
their impact on life ane! property, socio~economic development,.
political stability, regional peace and cooperation.
19. The Heads of State or Government reaffirmed their agreement to expand SAARC activities in other concrete areas of
cooperation in order to ensure more tangible benefits from SAARC
to the peoples of the region. They were convinced that regional
cooperation could be consolidated and expanded on the basis of
growing regional complementarities and interdependence. They
believed that the SAARC long-term perspeCtive should, therefore,
. focus on measures to expand and strengthen such areas of regional
complementarities and interdependence not orily through -formulation and implementation of more con~rete and action-oriented
programmes but also through coordination of national policies and
approaches . for finding common solutions to their common
problems.
20. The Heads of State or Government welcomed the first annual
review of the Situation of Children in the SAARC member countries.
They reiterated their commitment made in the Bangalore Declaration to accord high~t priority to the needs of children in national
development planniDg and emphasised that more intensified action
should be taken for the welfare and well-being of children. They further reiterated theiT call for an early conclusion and adoption of a
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child.
21. The Heads of State or Government expressed their satisfaction at the establishment of the SAARC Secretariat in Kathmandu,
strengthening further the process of regional cooperation in South
Asia. They expressed their gratitude to His Majesty King Birendra
Bir Bikram Shah Dev for most graciously inaugurating the SAARC
Secretariat.
22. The Heads of State or Government were conscious of the
aspirations of the peoples of South Asia to communicate .and
cooperate with each other at the people-to-people level. They recog-
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nised that academics, researchers, non-governmental organizationll
and others have an important role to play in promoting the SAARC
spirit and giving impetus to regional programmes and projects. They
further observed that the interest. and enthusiasm 'so far
demonstrated by the increased interactions and exchange of information at the inter-governmental level should be capitalised and translated into tangible programmes and projects. They recognised the
vast potential for the generation .of friendship, goodwill and trust
through interactions between the peoples which would foster harmonious relations in South Asia.
23. The Heads of State or Government expressed their deep conviction that the Kathmandu Summit has further consolidated the
gains of SAARC and given a renewed thrust and direction to the future course of regional cooperation. They were also convinced that
the Kathmandu Summit has helped to create an atmosphere conducive to strengthening this process, besides generating further
goodwill and friendship among the member countries in the' larger
interest of the region.
24. The Heads of State or Government were convinced that
SAARC should be increasingly oriented to the people's needs and
aspirations so that the masses of the region could be drawn to a
greater extent into the mainstream of SAARC activities. This, they
ftrinly held, would help bring about a qualitative improvement in the
general atmosphere of the region contributing to peace, friendship
and c60peration in the area.
25. The Heads of State or Government reiterated their firm commitment to the spirit and objectives with which the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation was launched and reaffirmed
their determination to work, individually and collectively, towards
the attainment of these objectives.
26. The Heads of State or Government of Bangladesh, Bhutan,
India, Maldives, Pakistan and Sri Lanka were deeply appreciative of
the exemplary manner in which His Majesty the King of Nepal discharged his responsibilities as Chairman of· the Meeting. They expressed their profound gratitude for the warm and gracious
hospitality extended to them by His Majesty's Government and the
people of Nepal and for tlie exc~llent arrangements made· for the
Meeting.
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ISLAMABAD DECLARATION
The Islamabad Declaration of the Heads of State or
Gove,rnment of the member countries of the South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation .
Issued on 31st December, 19~
The President of Bangladesh, the King d'Bhutan, the Prime Minister of India, the President of Maldives, the King of Nepal, the Prime
Minister of Pakistan and the President of Sri Lanka met at the
Fourth Summit of the South Asian Association for Regional,
Cooperation at Islamabad from 29-31 December, 1988.
2. The Heads of State or Government expressed their deep satisfaction at the progress achieved by the Association since the. last
Summit They reiterated their commitment to the' SAARC Charter
and renewed their determination to cooperate in promoting the,welfare of the peoples' of South Asia and to improving their quality of
life by eradicating poverty; hunger, disease, illiteracy, unemployment
and environmental degradation. '
3. They recalled that their cOllntric!> were linked by cultural, social
and historical ties and they had at their disposal substantial human
and natural resources. They recognised that these provided a' sound
basis as well as immense opportunities for regional cooperation.
They therefore expressed their determination to make optimal use of
their resources for the benefit of their peoples by working jointly to
pursue their shared objectives. They were aware that by acting in
concert they could realise the full potential for regional progress,
taking into account complementarities and growing inter-dependence.
4. The leaders endorsed the decision of the Council of Ministers
that any country in the region subscribing to the objectives and principles of the SAARC Charter may be admitted as a member of the
Association by a unanimous decision 'of the Heads of State or
Government
5. The Heads of State or Government ~xpressed satisfactioriat the
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progress' so .far made in the implementation of the SAARC Integrated Programme of Actiori~ They underlined the need for closer
cooperation in the activities undertaken under this programme. They
took note of the measures to streamline and re-orient various
SAARC activities to make them more action-oriented so as to improve the qu~ity of life of their peoples. They directed that the
Secretary General may submit recommendations to the Standing
Committee which should in turn decide how to streamline SAARC
activities and make them more effective. T,hey welcomed the estab~
lishment of the SAARC Agricultural Information Centre (SAle), as
well as the steps being taken for the establishment of other regional
institutions.

6. The Heads of State or Government lauded the smooth
functioning of the SMRC Audio Visual Exchange (SAVE)
.Programme which had proved to be a useful medium for promoting a
South Asian consciousness amongst the peoples of the region. They
decided that SAVE programmes should also emphasise social,
economic and technical themes. They also noted with satisfaction the
successful launching of the Youth Volunteers Programme and the
SAARC Chairs, Fellowships and Scholarships Scheme. They
decided that education may be included as an agreed area of
cooperation.
7. The Heads of State or Government expressed satisfaction that
the South Asian Food Security Reserve had become operational oli
12 August 1988. The Reserve would serve as a cushion against food
shortages and was a tangible manifestation of the spirit of cooperation in the region.

8. The Heads of State or Government noted with satisfaction that
the SAARC Convention on Suppression of Terrorism had been
ratified and had come into effec~ on 22 August 1988, thus reflecting
the sincere desire on the part of the member-states to enter into
meaningful cooperation to eliminate the scourge of terrorism from
the South 'Asian region. They called for the adoptiol.l of enabling
measures by member States to implement the Convention at the earliest
9. The Heads of State or Government expressed grave concern
over the growing magnitude and the serious effects of'drug abuse,
particularly among young people, and drug trafficking. They recog-
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nised the need for urgent and effective measures to eradicate this evil
and decided to declare the year 1.989 as the 'SAARC Year for Combatting Drug Abuse and Drug Trafficking'. They agreed to launch a
concerted campaign, as suited to the situation in their respective
countries, to significantly augment SAARC efforts to eliminate drug
abuse and drug trafficking. These included closer cooperation in
creating a greater awareness of the hazards of drug abuse, exchange
of expertise, sharing of intelligence information, stringent measures
to stop trafficking in drugs and introduction of more effective laws.
They directed that the Technical Committee concerned should examine the possibility of a Regional Convention on Drug Control.
10. The Heads of State or Government expressed their deep sense
of sorrow and profound sympathy at the loss of valuable lives and extensive damage to property suffered during the year by Bangladesh,
India, Nepal and Pakistan as a result of unprecedented floods,
cyclones and earthquakes. In this connection, they recalled their earlier decision at Kathmandu in November, 1987 to intensify regional
cooperation with a view to strengthening their disaster management
capabilities and took note of the recommendations of the meeting of
the SAARC Group of Experts on the Study of the Causes and Consequences of Natural Disasters and the Protection and Preservation
of the Environment, that met in Kathmandu in July 1988. They expressed the conviction that identification of measures and programmes as envisaged by the Group of Experts would supplement
national, bilateral, regional and global efforts to deal with the increa:;ingly serious problems beiJ,lg faced by the region as a result of
the recurren~e of natural disasters and the continuing degradation of
the environment. They urged that the study should be completed in
the shortest period of time so that it could provide a basis for the
member countries to draw up an action plan for meaningful cooperation amongst the member States. They decided that a joint study be
undertaken on the 'Greenhouse Effect' and its impact on the region.
11. The Heads of State or Government noted with satisfaction that
modalities for studies to be carried out for cooperation in the areas
of trade, manufactures and services had been worked out by a Group
of EXlJerts, which met in Islamabad recently. They emphasised the
need for the completion of the studies within the agreed time
schedule. They directed that the Fourth Meeting of Planners should
examine the possibility of cooperation in agreed areas of trade,
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manufactures and services, which would promote the objectives of
meeting the basic needs of the peoples of the region. The report of
the Planners should be considered at the next Council of Ministers
meeting, with a view to making specific recommendations to the next
Summit.
12. The Heads of State or Government reviewed the progress on
the Situation of Childl'en in SAARC countries. They reiterated their
commitment made in the Bangalore Declaration to accord the
highest priority to the needs of children in national development
planning and stressed that the concept of Human Resource Development should lay particular emphasis on the welfare and well-being of
children, especially in the literacy and health spheres. They called for
the cOnclusion and adoption of the UN Convention on the Rights of
the Child in 1989. They decided to declare 1990 as the 'SAARC Year
of the Girl Child'.
13. The Heads of State or Government noted With satisfaction the
effective functioning of the SAARC Secretariat and its role in coordinating SAARC activities. They also noted that a Headquarters
Agreement had been signed between the Secretariat, and the host
Government. They thanked His Majesty's Government of Nepal for
the assistance and cooperation extended to the Secretariat.
14. The Heads of State or Government noted that the decision to
involve regional NGOs or professional bodies in SAARC activities,
taken at the 5th Session of the Council of Ministers, pursuant to the
direction given by the Kathmandu Declaration, was an important
step towards the promotion of people-to-people contact which has
always been emphasised by the Association.
15. The Heaqs of State or Government stressed the need for
closer and more frequent contacts among the peoples of SAARC. As
a beginning, they decided that Supreme Court Judges and Members
of the National Parliaments of each member State would be entitled
to a special SAARC travel document which would exempt them from
visas. They further directed the Council of Ministers to examine what
other categories of persons should be given this facility and to submit
their recommendations.
16. They further noted with satisfaction the mandate given to the
, Secretary General by the Council of Ministers at its 5th Session on
//

/'
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the question of contacting organisations with similar aims and purposes.
17. The Heads of State or Government expressed theirdetermination to give concrete shape to the objectives of SAARC. In this context they emphasised the need to progressively carry out SAARC
activities within a broad framework of a long-tenri perspective and to
harmonize their efforts to ensure tangible benefits to the' peoples of
South Asia as a whole. They were conscious of the fact that all South
Asian countries fated problems in varying degrees in areas such as
food, clot1)ing, shelter, education, primary health care, population
planning and environmental protection. Towards this end they were
of the view that all member States should identify areas of core interest in their national perspective plans or prepare such plans and consolidate them into a regionaJ plan to be called 'SAARC-2000-A
Basic Needs Perspective', with specific targets to be met by the end
of the century.
18. They recognised that Human Resource Development is one of
the means of realizing these objectives. In this context they welcomed
the offer of the Government of Pakistan to host a Centre for Human
Resource Development and directed the Secretary-General to set up
a Group of Experts from member States to examine the proposal on
the basis of a paper to be prepared by the Government of Pakistan
and to submit its recommendations to the Standing Committee.
19. The Heads of State or Government reaffirmed their abiding
'commitment to the purposes and principles enshrined in the UN
Charter, particularly those enjoining respeCt for the sovereign
equality, territorial integrity and national independence, non-use or
threat of use of force, non-interference in the internal affairs of other
States and peaceful settlement of all disputes. They reiterated their
faith in the United Nations as the most important' forum for the
maintenance of international peace and security and for the promotion of international cooperation aimed at the progress and
prosperity of mankind.
20. The Heads of State or Government noted with satisfaction the
relaxation of global tensions through intensified Super-power
dialogue on a broad range of international issues and welcomed the
progress, towards the resolution of protracted regional disputes and
conflicts. They agreed that these developments had enhanced the
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prospects for disarmament, security, peace and progress for all
peoples of the world; They appreciated the important role played by
the United Nations in bringing about these positive changes in the international political environment. They also called upon all States to
strengthen the capacity of the UN system in all respects to achieve
the purposes of the UN Charter.
21. The Heads of State or Government reiterated their deep commitment to the principles and objectives of the Non-aligned Movement as an important force for strengthening world peace and
/harmony as well a,s for promoting development with justice and equity. In this context they expressed satisfaction over the results of the
Ministerial Conference of the Non-aligned Movement held in Cyprus
in September 1988 and expressed the hope that the decisions of the
Conference would contribute to the reduction of tensions and to the
promotion of development. They hoped that the current discussions
on the improvement in the methodology of the Non-aligned Movement would result in strengthening the movement and enable it to
play its role with greater effectiveness.
22. The Heads of State or Government believed that the escalation in military expenditure was a major constraint on world development In this regard they' noted that the UN Conference on
Disarmament and Development had clearly established a link between disarmament and development and had provided a valuable
framework for future action in this vital area. They urged that resources saved through disarmament measures should be diverted in particular to developing countries for development.
23. They welcomed the agreement between the United States and
the Soviet Union on Intermediate Nuclear Forces. They hoped this
would be a precursor to further accords to reduce strategic. nuclear
arsenals drastically and to prevent an arms race in Outer Space.
They called for the early conclusion in the Geneva Conference on
Disarmament of a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and a Convention
to Ban Chemical Weapons. They declared their ;ntention to continue
their efforts to contribute to the realization of the objective of halting
the nuclear: arms race and eliminating nuclear weapons. They
declared, their resolve to support every effort to conclude a treaty
prohibiting vertical and horizontal proliferation of nuclear Weapons.
24. The Heads of State or Government noted with deep concern
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the continued structural disequilibrium from which the world
economy had long suffered. This had resulted in slower growth in the
developing countries, downward trends in commodity prices, decline
in the net export earnings of the developing countries and deterioration in their terms of trade. These developments, combined with the
overwhelming debt burdens, the reverse financial flows from the
developing to the developed countries and the sharp risk of protectionism in the developed world had further aggravated the economic
difficulties of the developing co'untries.
25. The Heads of State or Government emphasised the inter-dependent character of the economies of the developed and the
developing countries. They called for the resumption of the NorthSouth dialogue with a view to restructuring the international
economic system and to establishing the New International
Economic Order based on justice and. equity. They called for COordinated actions by the developed and the developing countries to increase the net flow of developmental assistance, overcome debt
difficulties, expand the access of the developing countries to the
markets in developed countries, arrest the deterioration in terms of
trade of the developing countries and stabilize commodity prices.
26. The Heads of State or Government reiterated the need for
preserving and liberalizing the multilateral trading system with
renewed efforts, both within and outside the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations. They also underscored the importance
of the developed countries fully respecting ~d implementing the
commitments made in Punta del Este on ,'standstill aud rollback' arrangements. They expressed concern that on account of differences
between major trading entities on the question of agricultural subsidies,the Montreal Meeting on the mid"term review of the Uruguay
round was inconclusive. They particularly regretted that t~ere was no
progress in the negotiations on issues of major interest to developing
countries such as trade in textiles' and a Safeguard System. They were
disappointed that on some of the issues of interest to developing
countries on which there was agreement, particularly tropical
products, it would not be possible even to implement the decisions
taken, from the beginning of 1989 as envisaged. They emphasised
that the development dimension must be taken into account in the
negotiations on new issues, particularly services and intellectual
property rights. They agreed to take concerted action to this end in
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the forthcoming negotiations.
27. The Heads of State or Government fully supported the call for
the initiation of a comprehensive process for the preparation of an
International Development Strategy for the Fourth United Nations
I){}velopment Decade as well as the proposal of the Group of 77 for
convening a Special Session of the General Assembly in 1990 to
revive growth and developmentin the developing countries.
28. The Heads ofState or Government reemphas.ise~ the need for
increased resource"flows and special measures in fa~iOf the least
developed countries within the framework of the Substantial New
Programme of Action (SNPA) for these countries., They supported
the convening of a h;gh level United Nations Conference on the least
developed countries in 1990 to review progress and formulate national and international policies and measures for accelerating the
development process in the least developed countries during the
1990s, especially in order to help them achieve their long term socioeconomic objectives.
29. The Heads of State or Government of Bangladesh, Bhutan,
India, Maldives, Nepal and Sri Lank'a expressed their deep appreciation for the exemplary manner in which the Prime Minister of Pakistan chaired the meeting. They expressed their profound gratitude for
the excellent arrangements made for the meeting and for the warm
and generous hospitality extended to them by the Government and
the people of Pakistan.
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the launching of SAARC in .1985 and the initiatives under. the Integrated Programme of Action for strengthening regional coopera. tion in South Asia had generated much enthusiasm and hope in their
peoples, and that the South Asian consciousness necessary for the
success of regional cooperation was gradually permeating the region.
They reiterated their resolve to make optimal use of the positive forces of good-will, trust and understanding existing among their
peoples and t'@rturn SAARC into a dYnamic instrumellt for achieving
its objectives and creating an order based on mutual respect, equity,
cooperation and shared benefits.

MALE DECLARATION
The Male Declaration of the Heads of State or Government
of the Member Countries of South Asian Association
for Regional Cooperation
Issued on 23rd November, 1990
The President of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, His Excel- .
lency Mr Hussain Muhammad Ershad, the King of Bhutan, His
Majesty King Jigme Singye Wangchuck, the Prime Minister of the
Republic of India, His Excellency Mr Chandra Shekhar, the President of the Republic of Maldives, His Excellency Mr Maumoon
Abdul Gayoom, the Prime Minister of Nepal; The Right Honourable
Krishna Prasad Bhattarai, the Prime Minister of the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan, His Excellency Mr Mohammad Nawaz Sharif
and the Prime Minister of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri
Lanka, His Excellency Mr Dingiri Banda Wijetunga met at the Fifth
Summit of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation at
Male' on 21-23 November, 1990.
2. The Heads of State or Government reiterated that cooperation
among the countries of South Asia was necessary for improving the
quality of life of the peoples of the region. They recalled their conviction that the objectives of peace and stability in South Asia could be
. best served by fostering mutual understanding, cooperation and good
neighbourly relations. They reaffirmed their commitment to the purposes and. principles of the South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation and renewed their resolve to intensify cooperation
under its aegis in pursuit of their common objectives.
3. The Heads of State or Government stressed their desire to
promote peace, stability, amity and progress in the region through
strict adherence to the principles of the United Nations Charter .and
the Non-aligned Movement, particularly respect for the principles of
sovereign equality, territorial integrity, national independence, nonuse of force, non-interference in the internal affairs of other States
and peaceful se~tlement of disputes.
4. The Heads of State or Government expressed satisfaction thai
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5. The Heads of State or Government reviewed the status of
children in South Asia and noted that the recent World Summit for
Children had imparted a new impetus to the ongoing efforts in this
field. They believed that relevant recommendations of the World
Summit could be usefully incorporated into a Plan of Action in the
South Asian context and its implementation should be reviewed annually. The guidelines for such Plan of Action could be prepared by
a, panel of experts to be appointed by the Secretary-General and examined by the Technical Committee on Health and Population Activities. They also welcomed the adoption of the Convention on the
Rights of the Child and its entry into force. They expressed the hope
that those Member States, who have not already become party to the
Convention, would do so at an early date.
6. The Heads of State or Government endorsed the recommendations made by the Second SAAR <;: Ministerial meeting on Women in
Development held in Islamabad in June 1990. They noted with satisfaction the enthusiastic response in all member States to their colleetivecall for the observance of 1990 as the "SAARC Decade of the
Girl Child".
7. The Heads of State or. Government noted with satisfaction the
growing regional cooperation in combating the problems of drug
trafficking and drug abuse. They expressed serious concern over the
growing linkages between drug trafficking and international arms
trade and terrorist activities. They agreed that observance of 1989 as
the "SAARC Year for Combating Drug Abuse and Drug Trafficking" had had a profound impact in drawing attention to the menace
and to the need for its elimination. :rhey expressed satisfaction that
following the decision of the·Fburth SAARC Summit. the SAARC
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Convention on Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances had
been signed at Male'. They urged the Member States to take early
measures to ratify the conyention for its entry into force. They were
convinced that the Convention would help in making SAARC efforts
in this area more effective.

12. The Heads of State or Government expressed concern thut
Member States were compelled to divert their scarce resourccs in
combating terrorism. They called for expeditious enactmcnt of cnubling measures for the implementation of the 8AARC Regional Convention on Suppression of Terrorism. They also urged Mcmbcr
States to continue to cooperate in a~dance with the Convention.

8. They endorsed the decision of the Council of Ministers in
regard to the timeframe for completion of the Regional Study on the
Causes and Consequences of Natural Disasters and"fhe Protection
and Preservation of the Environment. They noted with satisfaction
that the methodology for undertaking the Study on the 'Greenhouse
Effect' and its impact on the region was likely to be finalized in the
near future and desired that the Study itself be completed for consideration at the Sixth Summit. In this context, they noted that the
destruction of rainforests, the world over, was contributing significantly to adverse climatic changes and this aspect should also be
covered in the proposed Study. They expressed the hope that these
Studies would lead to an action plan for meaningful cooperation in
the field of Environment and Disaster Management.

13. The Heads of State or Government noted that as their
countries stood on the threshold of the next millennium, the world
was undergoing profound transformations charactepsed by popular
upsurge for democracy, liberty and exercise of human rights, lowering of ideological barriers and the relaxation of global tensions and
progress towards disarmament and the resolution of a number of
regional and global conflicts. There was also a welcome trend
towards the opening up of the global economy and integration of national economies into the mainstream of the world economy. They
further noted the trend of increasing integration of the pattern of
global production:, consumption and trade, growing multipolarity of
th~ world economic structure and integration of the markets of the
developed countries in order to .maintaii\. their technological lead
and competitive edge. These changes p~.esented new challenges and
opened up new opportunities to the South Asian countries, as to the
rest of the developing world. The Heads of State or Government
were convinced that their mutual cooperation can be a critical factor
in enabling them to pursue these ol:>jectives more effectively.

9. Recognizing that environment had emerged as a major global
concern, the Heads of State or Government noted with alarm the unprecedented climatic changes predicted by the Inter-governmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). They urged the international community to mobilize additional finances and to make available appropriate technologies to enable the developing countries to face the
new challenges arising from climate changes and sea-level rise. They
agreed that Member countries-should coordinate· their positions at
international fora on this issue. They also decided to observe 1992 as
the "SAARC Year of Environment".
10. The Heads of State or Government noted with satisfaction that
the national studies on Trade, Manufactures and Services had been
completed. They underlined the need for expeditious action for completing the Regional Study within the timeframe stipulated by the
-Council of Ministers. They expressed the hope that it would open
new avenues of cooperation for the prosperity of the peoples of the
region:
'
11. The Heads of State or Government approved the recommendations of the Council of Ministers regarding Special SAARC Travel
Document and decided to launch the scheme.
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14. The Heads of State or Government, noting the vital importance of bio-technology for the long-term food security of developing
countries as well as for medicinal purposes, decided that cooperation
should be extended to this field and in particular, to the exchange of
expertise in genetic conservation and maintenance of germplasm
banks. In this connection, they welcomed India's offer of training
facilities and agreed that cooperation in the cataloguing of genetic
resources stored in different SAARC countries would be mutually
beneficial. Taking note of the proposal made by the Group of Fifteen
Developing Countries (G-15) for the establishment of a gene bank
for developing countries, they agreed to participate in this venture.
15. The Heads of State or Government welcomed the idea of setting up of a Fund for regional projects which could make available
credit on easy terms for the identification and development of
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regional projects. They 'agreed that representatives of the national
development banks of the Member countries should get togethel' tD
work out the precise modalities for the source of funds and t~ manner in which these .could be related to joint venture projects. They
accepted India's offer to host this meeting.
16. The Heads of State or Government regarded the recent
developments in the Gulfas the most unfortunate aberration from
the present trend of detente, cooperation and peaceful settlement of
disputes. They reaffirmed their' ~dherence to UN Security Council
Resolutions on this issue. Emphasizing the need for a peaceful solu~
tion of the issue, they called for imlllediate and unconditional
withdrawal of Iraqi forces from Kuwait and the restoration of its
legitimate Government. They stated that the Gulf crisis had dealt a
severe blow to their econ9mies. They needed massive international
assistance to compensate the loss suffered by them due to a sharp
decline in remittances, setback to their exports and severe strain on
their balance of payments position imposed by increased oil prices.
They recognized the potentiality of cooperation among themselves
for mitigating the impact of these adverse consequences.
17. The Heads of State or Government noted with satisfaction that
the initiative of the Government of the Maldives for the Protection
and Security of Small States at the UN in 1989, which they all supported, had also received overwhelming support of the international
community. They agreed that, because of their particular problems,
small States merited special measures of support in safeguarding
their independence and territorial integrity.
18. The Heads of State or Government expres&ed the hope that
the talks between the two Super Powers on arms control would culminate in'the conclusion of an agreement for substan~ial reduction in
their nuclear arsenals leading to the total elimination of nuclear
weapons. While welcoming the. measures being considered for arms
reduction at the global level; they were convinced that the objective
could be best achieved through the promotion of mutual trust and
confidence among the Member States. They uaderlined the inherent
relationship between disarmament and development and called upon
all countries, especially those possessing the largest nuclear and conventional arsenals, to rechannel. additional financial resources,
human energy ,and creativity. into development. They expresse~ their
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support for the banning of chemical weapons and early conclusion of
a· Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. In this context, they welcomed
the convening of the UN Conference in January 1991 to consider
amendments to the Partial Test Ban Treaty to convett it into a Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty.
19. The Heads of State or Government expressed concern that the
international economic environment for the developing countries
had been characterised by negative resource flows, high trade barriers, serious external debt problems and high interest rates. The
need for SAARC countries for increased concessional resources and
technology as well as access to markets for their exports could not,
therefore, be under~estimated. They called for .collective efforts
based on mutuality of interest and felt that regular North-South consultations W&Te essential for ensuring equitable management of
global interdependence.
20. The Heads of State or Government recalled th~ usefulness of
the First Ministerial Meeting on International Economic Issues held
in Islamabad in 1986.· They agreed that the second s~ch Ministerial
Meeting be held in India in 1991 to review the outcome of the
Uruguay Round and to coordinate positions at international conferences including the UN Conference on Environment and
Development, 1992.
21. Notwithstanding the continuing efforts on the international
economic plane, the Heads of State or Government emphasised the
pressing need for the Ministerial Meeting to address itself vigorously
to the objective of self-reliance. They directed the Ministf.rs to
prepare a strategy for mobilising regional resources which would encourage and strengthen individual and collective self-reliance in the
region.
22. The Heads of State or Government expressed their support
for the Paris Declaration (199.0) and the Programme of Action
adopted by the Second United Nations Conference on the Least
Developed Countries. They called upon the international community
to contribute to the successful implementation of the Programme of
Action which is of special importance for the socio-economic
development of the region.
23. The Heads of State or Government rec:ogriized the imperative
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need for providing a better habitat to the peoples .of South Asia
through optimum utilization of indigenous technology, know-how
and material, and decided that 1991 be observed as the "SAARC
Year of Shelter".
24. Tije Heads of State or Government noted that millions of disabled persons lived in the SAARC region and immediate action was
required to reduce their sufferings and to improve their quality of
'life. They decided to observe 1993 as the "SAARC Year of Disabled
Persons".

25. The Heads of State or Government were particularly happy
that the Fifth SAARC Summit coincided with the Twenty Fifth Anniversary of the Independence of the Maldives which provided them
with the opportunity to express their solidarity with the people and
the Government of the Maldives. Tpey expressed their conviction
that the Male' Summit had helpe9 in consolidating the gains of
regional cooperation and in strengthening the institutional. base of
SAARC.
26. The Heads of State or Government gratefully accepted the
offer of the Government of Sri Lanka to host the Sixth SAARC Summit in 1991.
27. The Heads of State or Government of Bangladesh, Bhutan,
India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka expressed their deep appreciation for the exemplary manner in which the President of the Maldives
had discharged his responsibilities as Chairman of the Meeting. They
expressed their profound gratitude for the warm and gracious
hospitality extended to them by the Government and the people of
the Maldives and for the excellent arrangements made for the Meeting.

